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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, February 23, 1950

BEAUTY LOOSE AT THE JOINTS

B. Lester IS Narnei
mpaign Chairman For
50; Committeemen
Are Selectea

Wallace Receives
Rotary Award As
Outstanding Youth

County's Annual
Spelling Bee Is
Set For March 25

Presentation Of Plaque
Is Made By District
Governor At Ladies'
• Night Meeting Here

Winners To Be Awarded
Prizes By Sponsoring
Newspapers And Two
Lotal Organizations
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,min
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Support Our Future Farmers
National F.F.A. Week is being •observed here and throughout
this week.
country
the
Contending that farm youth is the backbone of the nation,
Future Farmer chapters have been organized and are functioning
in high schools throughout the country having departments of vocational agriculture. All Future Farber activities are youth-initiated
and youth-directed. The program was designed to supplement training opportunities for boys who are progressing toward the goal of
establishment in a farming business. Through F.F.A. activities the
cooperative spit it is fostered and individual talent is discovered mid
developed, Members learn how to work together.
Through the Future Farmer organization boys living on the
farm are trained for rural and agricultural leadership and to become
good citizens. They acquire more confidence in themselves and
their work. More interest is created in the intelligent choice of
farming occupations and in the development of individual farming
programs. Members are encouraged to improve the farm home and
its surroundings, to practice thrift, to develop character and to foster patroitism.
The motto of the Future Farmers, "Learning to do, doing to
learn, earning to live, living to serve", is an excellent one. The
Future Farmers organization has a definite place in the community
and is deserving of public support.

Return Of The Natives
The Kentucky Chamber, of Commerce is sponsoring a moveinent, appropriately called "My Old Kentucky Homecoming In
1950", on a national scale, to bring back for a visit to the state this
year the great bulk of one million Kentuckians now living elsewhere in the nation and in a number of foreign countries.
It is impossible to even hope Unat all could return to their home
state, since many are tied down where they are by business, military
reasons, or health; but there is much reason that at least one-half or
three-quarters of this number could form the Great Trek, or Crusade.
It's one of the -best ideas to come from the Kaycees in a long
time, and it's something that a lot of natives away from home should
consider. Its purpose could be threefold: First, it could satisfy the
longing to get back to the "old home"; second, by passing the word
around, these "prodigal sons" could influence a number of friends
and relatives, not from Kentucky, to make the journey and really
see all that Kentucky has to offer that is so much "hidden under a
bushel"; and three, by accomplishing the former two, it could, and
would, help the public relations department and the publicity of
the state, and would add something to the Commonwealth's income.
Think it over—and come!
—(The Shelby News)

What This Town Needs.. .
Scarcely a day goes by in this community without someone
telling us:
"Now what this town needs is ..
'The trouble with this town is ..."
"We're never going to get anywhere in this town until ..."
But we must forget the chronic complainers at once. Usually
stich statements preface constructive suggestions by citizens eager
to make their home town a better place in which to live..
, Civic leaders everywhere have sought to translate this latent
desire for progress into ways to build better communities.
Some communities have leaders who are big enough men to
capitalize on this potential force. They are men who can forget
petty differences and join hands with other men with whom they
may have formerly differed and jointly carry the civic torch.
To do something here worthwhile as business men need not
wait for this or that to happen—a new set of officers in the Board
of Trade, the Junior Chamber of Commerce, New Commissioners, attitude ot the banks or what not but by every person accepting his'
own responsibility as a citizen and move forward.
We should be willing to say to the man who says:
"Now what this town needs is ..." Yes, let's do it. I will help,
let's get this man next door." Then you will find the men of the
above organizations will freely join you. It will be just that simple.
There can be no civic stagnation in our organizations if you and
I de., not first become lifeless and stagnant. No evil influence can
rear its ugly head and slyly use its influence to drive a business out
or prevent an enterprise coming into town.
Perhaps one„thing we all need is a civic pride for our town that
will make it a most desirable place in which to labor and live. It is
good now, but we can make it better.
—(The Harrodsburg Herald)
.

s

Case Of Hot Potatoes
A few weeks ago a congression,at committee asked Mrs. Nellie
Tayloe Ross, Director of the United States Mint, to assure them that
the nation's vast supply of gold still is stored at Fort Knox, Kyll
-Nothing is more humanly certain than that the gold is there," she
replied.
Secretary of Agriculture Charles F. Brannan was more disconcerting in his r-port,the other day on another commodity of which
the government ovns a huge stock. This is 50,000,000 bushels of
surplus potatoes, bought under the farm price support laws, on
which the government stands to- lose $100,000,000.
Here its a hoard which members of Congress probably wish they
could be told did not exist. Mr. Brannan proposes that the potatoes
be destroyed where they are, as the cheapeit way of getting rid of
them. Fortunately, potatoes do not squeal like little pigs on being
"plowed under," but taxpayers may as this practice continues.
Besides potatoes, the government has a cave full of dried eggs at
Atchison, Kans., elevators and shiploads of corn and wheat; warehouses of butter and beans, dried milk, baled cotton, flaxseed, and
many other fruits of the land.
Legislation sorely needed in depression years has succeeded in
doing for agriculture what tariff protection did for "infant industries" that grew into giants that taxed consumers millions of dollars
in living costs. Here bhp subsidy is more visible and, more measurable—which may prove salutary if it serves to spark a reaction
against abuse in general of such artificialities in commerce.
Nevertheless, those heaps of potatoes do represent a serious
and
„complex problem which the nation does not solve by simple
formulas or annoyed reflexes. Congress at the least should provide
production controls on the crops for which it pays premiums. Still
better, it should face the necessity for "revision downward" in crop
benefits, the same as has always been needed in tariffs.
If someone can figure out why it is that gold, which is of
little
practical use, is considered so much more valuable than things
that
can be eaten and worn, possibly he will also be smart enough
to
figure America's way out of farm surpluses.
—(The Christian Science Monitor)
The director of the United States Mint doesn't look with
favor
on the proposed 24- or 74-cent pieces. In other words the
mint
wants no change in its change.

A Chicago wedding featured a cake-arch that the wedding party
walked through. Think of all the dough wrapped up in that one
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News From The Past

amoitions of those
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and
county almost
Caldwell
and
Princeton
of
populace
wko made up the
of Twicefiles
yellowed
the
but
in
40 years ago recorded nowhere
regular Leader
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
Princeton refeature. The articles are reproduced just as the
porters. shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
July 6, 1900. The young men of in the county.
• • •
the 1,0.0, lodge in this city tenJuly 6, 1900. Mr. R. 0. Davis
domed the lady members a banLouisville Medical
quet Map,nday night at the reel- returned from
where he
Saturday
Metcalfe,
College last
C
dence of Mr. Charles
Those in attendance were:
graduated. He doesn't know just
where he will locate for the pracMisaes Helen Darrph, Nanie.
Grace MachensWillie Mitchusson, tice of his profession.
• • •
May Coleman, Ivy Conway, Nellie Conway, Annie Fuller. Gard- ..i July 6, 1900. The Nation's birthner Miller, Jimmie Lester, Jua- day was not generally observed
nita Anglin and Ella Baker; in this' city. In the evening two
Messrs. Leroy Ensminger, Banks crowds of picknickers went into
McGoodwin, Satterfield's bottom and took supPowell, Preston
Howard Dodds, H. Clay Smith, per beneath the forest trees. The
Chas. Rich, Albert Kirk, Ray following were the members of
Elbert Beekner, Rev, one party:
Jonson
Urey Kevil, Ivy Conway; Jeff
Read, J. R. Catlett, Jeff Johnson,
Dick McGregor, Ed Powell, D. H. Johnson, Helen Darrah; Preston
Gardner, W. D. Bartholomew, Megoodwin, Willie Mitchusson;
Louard Cash, Leech Guest, Wal- Howard Dodds, Della Wolff;
ter Miller, Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Wheeler Cantrell, Emma Wring;
Eldred, Mrs, Laura Porter and Owen Ingram, Sara Burnett.
• • •
Mrs. T. M. Powell.
July 6, 1900. The following from
• • •
July 6, 1900. Mrs. Bert Scott, this city attended the opening
nee Miss Agnes Satterfield, is ball at Cerulean Springs last
visiting her parents and brother Thursday night. It was a brilliant

affair and eclipsed all pos.
entertainments of that
summer resort.
Phil C. Frayser, Mamie p
Arch Cash, Anna Hisey, p.
Ben Kaufman, Lillian Wolfe;
Van Deren, Susie White;
Barbee, Nannie C, Marilee,
as; Shell Smith, Lillian Ho
worth; Ward Headley, Mrs,
Brown; Buck Southworth,
line Wilson; Dr. Perry, D
Lucy Hughes; J. R. Wylie, ft
Brannon, Paducah; R B. Ps
sot, Miss Jones, Paducah;
Della Wolfe, Lena Smith
Moore and Mary Quick,
J. D. Templeman, w.
Brinck Tyler, Chas. I
Smith, Malcolm Evei
Frank Machen a n d
Dodds.
Chaperons—Mr. and M
Pettit, Jr., Mr. and Mrs rs
Mesdames J. Goldnamer,
Ijnsky and Chas. Joshere,
•
Columbus believed he
reach the Far East by sailing
miles west, but actually he
yelled 3,230 miles before re
ing the New World.
At holiday times turkey
mean a big Meal, but in
slang it's a program that
been a complete failure.

THE DIPLOMAT, by James Aldridge (Little, Brown; $3.75)
Parents of the children whose
There are few places in this noThe diplomat, Viewed as the
tion of ours where we don't come pictures were selected best, will man who funs our world but
across painted or neon signs; how- be given ,110 enlargement by the doesn't live in it, and the rest of
ever, not many are as truthful as Woltz Studio. Judges in the
us, who live in our world but
one your editor saw on a drive to test are unknown even to The don't run it, are the riVals set
Eastern Kentucky over the week- Leader, but after seeing the en- against each other ingeniously in
end. It read, "Eat With Us If It largements, we agree with their this provactive novel.
Kills You, We Need The Motley." selections,
The people at large are repre* a *
•
sented by lyre MacGregor, a paleNo matter how old some of us
ontologist who, being familiar
get, the joy of chasing fire trucks
with Iran, is assigned to assist
seems never to die. The point was
Lord Essex on a mission to Mosproved here late week when 14
cow to settle the matter of an
of Princeton's best citizens were
Azerbaijan revolt. MacGregor
fined for dashing after the bright,
the facts about Iran; Essex
knows
By Jane Eads
red truck. Yep, there's a law
knows protocal; and never, or alregisRecently
Washington
—
'agin' it.
never the twain shall meet.
tered as a lobbyist on Capitol most
* * *
The British embassy, headed
"self-employed,
unas
Hill,
listed
Pictuies of the "Citizens of
temporarily by Drako, is all for
Tomorrow" have arrived, and-the Paid," is colorful, cosmopolitan having the two men follow tradifaces of many of this county's lit_ and socially-prominent Caresse tional procedure; and insofar as
tle boys and girls will appear for Crosby, whose activities an d Essex avoids this cumbersome
several weeks in The Leader be _ alignments in the past have shunt- process and goes straight to Mologinning with this issue. There are ed her into headlines. This time tov, Vishinsky and even Stalin,
four winners in the picture con_ Mrs. Crosby is seeking recogni- MacGregor admires and respects
test, but they will not be announc- tion and cooperation from the him. But on the other hand, Maced until all the photographs have members of the 81st Congress and Gregor can't tell when Essex's
been published. See if you can the "women of America" to do talk Is double talk, or protocolsomething "realistic about peace
select the winners.
loquy; and he suspects Essex's inand progress in 1950."
•
not in the facts about
First step in the current pro- terest is
Azerbaijan, but about the British
ject is the circulation of a letter
its Obligation to
among congresamen and "the Empire and
Reds . . . in short,
women Of America." The gist of stand us to the
the larger perthis document is that women con- what is known as
spective, which enables %anon to
trol'
more
than
75
per
cent
of
By Clarke Beach
avoid seeing what lies right unWashington—Military planners the nation's money and would inder his nose.
intend to have 24,000 Army and vest heavily in government bonds
There a r e some newsmen,
Air Force troops in Alaska by if such were issued solely for the
somewhat noxious; Kathy Clive,
June 30, 1952. They believe that—Promotion of peace and progress.
diplomatic game
These would have to be special who is in the
will be ample defense for the
but doesn't like to abide by its
bonds,
Gee_
and
t
h
e
women
would
territory. They agree with
rules; Azerbaijanians and Kurds
refresh at the familiar red cooler
ernor Ernest Gruening of Alaska have to have the assurance that
in Iran, where the investigation
that the present force of 7,500 no part of their investment would
on the road to anywhere
leads us; and finally, Parliamenmen there is "next to nothing." "go to swell the atom stockpile or
against,
tarians,
back
for
in
and
But they differ with some offi- to fabricate the tools that kill."
"There is no investment in our London, when the situation blows
cials who have urged heavy forgovernment
today of which over up in a dramatic, tense climax in
ces be placed in the territory.
which politics, policy and love all
Large masses of fighting men 70 per cent is not used for purvie fiercely for the reader's atcould not be provided in the field poses of war," Mrs. Crosby extention.
with the vast amount of supplies plains in her letter to the womAt moments the conversation
en,
"we
can
alter
will."
this
if
we
and equipment needed for modDrive
seems a little staid, and the charMrs.
born
in
New
Crosby,
York,
ern warfare.
acters do not always breathe with
Rifreshed
There is only one railroad of was first married to Richard Rog- the 'breath of life. But for a 630any length, the narrow gauge one ers Peabody of Boston and Pea- page novel, a lot of the talk is
from Anchorage to Fairbanks, body, Mass. After a divorce she surprisingly good, and this is afsingle-track most of the way. went to Paris in 1922, married ter all not so much a story of
Highways are few and- inade- Harry Crosby, the poet who set people as of a situation. The patquate. Nony of them, including up the Black Sun Press and tern is formal and traditional, the
the new 2:0(10-mile Alaska •(for- brought out first editions of content just the opposite. It's new
James Joyce,, D. H, Lawrence,
merly, Alcan) Highway, that
wine in an old bottle, and a good
,
Ail:for
stretches from central Canada into Marcel Proust, Kay Boyle, Hart stiff drink.
Crane
and
his
own
and
Mrs.
trask-mearki wean i.e Soo, thin.
the heart of Alaska, has a hard
•
Crosby's
poetry.
Mr. Crosby died
surface. The long, deep winter
Although mot people, in,- the
'orrice team ,A1M101171 Of Mt COCA-COLA COMPANY IV
freeze in the Arctic would wreck in 1930, but Mrs. Crosby remain- Middle Ages thought the earth
ed
abroad
until
1937,
when
she
• a •
any surface but 18-inch reinforcwas
Irk
Eratosthenes,
who4,Ved
came baelt to this country to seted concrete. The roads are best
0 DSO, Ta.Coca.Cr4a
taught
2,200
tlgtt
years
it
ago,
tle for a brief and hectic period
in winter, when they are frozen
HOPKINSVILLE sCOCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
was round.
ors
a
plantation
near
Bowling
and the bridges are intact. BridGreen, Va.
,
ges often are washed away in
It was here that Saladore Dail,
the spring floods—and 177 bridges croft major rivers on the fabulous surrealist painter, spent
some months, urged Mrs. Crosby
Alaska Highway alone: '
to have a grand piano hoisted in.
A limited amount sat extra- the
trees and coaxed a cow to sit
wide-track tractor equipment can. on
a mat before the fire 'IR her
be moved across ,
country, but 'it parlbr to provide proper
inspirawould confront show as deep as tion
for his dream paintings. HenMEOW
4111111•11111111•11=111111,11W
50 feet in some of the passes in
ry Miller, the writer, was alsoea
winter—and the tundra muck in much-talked
-about guest.
the summer, when the ice melts
When the Army set up proving
above the pentafrost. Tank
grounds on the property in i941,
trucks • nd other wheeled vehicles
Mrs. Crosby sought a "quieter"
could run only on highways.
existence in Washington. She
The program by mid-I952—as
opened the Crosby Gallery of
soon as housing and support facilmodern Art for young new artists
ities can be provided—is to garriand stranded artists she had
son each of the two large interior
known in Europe.
airfields near Fairbanks with
WhIle_here she started a series
Air Force and-Army troops.
of -portfolios" containing paintThey are Ladd and Eilson fields,
ings, architectural portraits, sketabout 40 miles apart. Heavy stockches, poetry, prose, music and
piles of oil, ammunition and othother cultural expressions A varer military needs will be laid, in.
ious sections of the United States,
Then the remaining 20,000 men
France, Greece and Italy.
will be stationed near AnchorIn 1946 she gave up the gallery
age, at the Army's Fort Richardto go to Italy to get material for
son base and the Air Force's Elthe Italian portfolio and to spend
mendorf Field.
some time in Paris, where the
In case of attack on the inter- Black Sun Press still
operates.
ior air fields, men from Anchor"I've never lobbied in my life
age could be flown in. If more before," she says.
"It was not a
help were needed, reinforcements bit difficult to
get started. All I
from the states could be brought had to do
was register as a lobYou have a vital stake in telephone wage negoup by air. It would, theoretically, byist."
For all of these benefits, the employee
tiations, for it's the money you pay in to us that we
take 6,000 men to defeat 2,000.
pay out in telephone wages.
holding strongly fortified Posipays nothing -- the Company pays all
tions. To land 6,000 men in the
Telephone employees are well paid. Their wages
tundra around the fields and
Any way you look at it—wages, working conditions,
compare favorably with the wages paid by other conkeep them supplied with equippenaions and benefits—telephone employees are doing
Hindus of the 3rd and 4th Cencerns in the community -for work requiring similar
ment by air, while under aerial
all right. And that's the way we think it
skills.
attack from the fields, would be tury recognized the diamond as
should be.
the hardest of all substances.
a colossal feat.
It takes all these things to get and keep
good people.
Telephone wage rates have been increased 1177
The Alaska strategy centers on
The U. S. Navy's first submarsince 1939, compared with an increase of less than
the three big air fields. As long ine was stubby and cigar-shaped.
Thetelephone 'business is regulated in a way that
70% in the cost of living.
as they are -held firmly Alaska
In the wild state the mink is
Unions and most other businesses
are not. Federal
will be safe, the'rhilitary thinkand State Commissions determine the rates we charge
ers believe. A successful aniphi- the muskrat's worst enemy.
wages are not the whole story. Telephone
But
In winter the lynx grows tufts
for service. Any increases in telephone
bioua landing on the Alaskan
wages would
employees have the advantage of steady work, with
of hair on its feet that act as
force
us to ask for an increase in telephone
coast will be impossible as long
no
seasonal
layoffs.
They
get
vacations
with
pay, up
rates.
snowshoes.
,
as the U. S. Navy maintains its
to three weeks, plus six holidays a year. In addition,
present world supremacy, in the
Rural Electric co-operatives
they ehjoy the real security provided by one of the best
What About The Contract?
opinion of the Army men.
treated 3,600 miles of right of
pension and benefit plans in any industry. Among
The stragetests acknowledge way with weed -killing chemicals
other things, it provides:
Southern Bell and the CWA-CIO
that the territory coult be seized in 1949h.
are engaged
now with comparative ease. To
collective
bargaining on wages at the request Of tie
•A pension with a minimum of $100 a
The endurance of the American
thern, however, it doesn't seem
Union. We earnestly hope that a
month, including Social Security, at
bison was remarkable. He could
settlement can
so attractive ah objective as some
age 65, and liberal provisions for earreached that will be fair to the employees,
often run 40 miles at a time.
to teleplo
officials have claimed. It could
lier retirement.
users and to the company. Meanwhile,
the public has
Oct he used as the staissig point
Although the leopard never
every right to expect
for a large scsle attack on to., changes his spots the leopard frog
uninterrupted service undei
•Sickness and accident benefits, up to a
the present contract between the
interior of the continent by mass does.
Company and 'thi
full 'ear's pay, depending on length of
armies, because of the supply
Union, which provides that, quoting
Brines produced in conjuncservice.
the contract itseli
difficulty.
"UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCFS
tion with oil are an important.
MAY IT (The Con
Tae Russians, for example, sourceof iodine.
tact) DE TERMINATED
•Death benefits, up to one full year's
EARLIER THAN JUNE 5.
couldn't load their ships at any
wage,' depending' on length of service.
1950."
It is estimated there are 300,closer port than Vladivostok. And
that 3,900-mile communication 000,000 people in the Western
line would be far more than the Hemisphere.
Russian merchant marine or Navy
During World War II, some U.
could maintain at this time. , S. military manuals
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE ANOELEGRAPH COMPANY
pointed out
that men stranded in the wilder•
It is estimated there are 100,- ness might sometimes get food by
.1 •
000,000 people in South America. catching and eating insects.

Washington
Letter

The Strategy Of
Alaskan Defense

Host of the highwa,)s

You Have a Vital Stake in Telephone Bargainir:
It's 'JOUR money
that pays telephone wages
Southern Bell Wages and Working Conditions Already
Are Among the Best — Any Increase in Wages Would Have
To Be Paid By Telephone Customers — There Is No
Other Way Wage Increases Can Be Paid
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A-BOMB INSTAPILMIIIML
Chicago — (AP) — The Collector of Internal Revenue here
received a letter that said:
"I haye gone over the enclosed tax form. No tax due this year.
Nevertheless I think I should kick
By Cynthia Lowry
thi.
dbubet
eks,
By Dorothy Roe
me nugi dS(a
and let's
3 hbeirges
gerteann
ould be helpful to have
Don't worry too much about the ter A-bomb than the one Joe
ody turn up with some upreturn of the flat-chested flapper. Stallin is cooking up for us,"
te advice te parents, clergy
She's practically a dead duck
outh counsellors on public
is here to stay. Nev4r again, in
already, says Edith Lances, de•rivate morality, in view of
her opinion, will women submit
signer
of
brassieres
that
sweater
events.
nt
to being bound down to achieve
girls
fight
for.
Says
she:
t there was the Kinsey ret:
the "boyish form' of the 20's. Their
"American women will fight to schooling
hieh found half the married
has been too thorough
the
ditch
last
to
retain
their
surveyed had been unfaithin the last generation.
feminine
curves."
their wives at least once
There is less exaggeration In
couple of months ago, reMiss Lances ought to know, for this
year's -silhouette, she points
the New York Times,a Yale
feminine curves are her business. out. The
day of the "pointer"
apologist, Dr. George P.
She has been designing brassieres bustline
also has passed, and In
predicted
since
that within
ock,
the late 20's, when she re- its place
is a natural, rounded
belled against the concave silhou- line. But
few generations" our soproof of the resistance
tte and stitched up an "uplift"
would become as tolerant
toward any return to the flatsi a for herself. When her friends
.e- marital experiences as
chested look, she says, is the feet
majority of the other peo- to her when this son was born.
inquired as to the reason for her that
there is no appreciable drop
These are just three examples,
new blamor, they clamored f o r in
of the world."
the sale of "tallies."
picked at random. Meanwhile, we
her to make bras for them also—
oreover," said the scientist,
This season the boned strapare proud of our literacy rate,
just like hers. The upshot was less
s-pect that increasing pre- and
bra again will be in high deas a result of our fine public
that
the
small,
dark,
vivacious
freedom
may ultimately education
al
mand, for wea- with strapless
system, our young
Miss
Lances
today
is
one of the dresses, and there
to more rational selection of people
will be provican read, try to under- 11-1 tM T CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY: Miss Margaret Truman, most successful
bra designers and sion for the
• and thereby to a decline stand
plunging neckline,
and—one hopes—ask ques- daughter of Preaident Truman, blows the candies out on her birthday manufacturers In
the business. also. For the fuller
vorce."
tions of their elders.
cake on her 26th birthday last week at a party held by friends at She turns
figure, the
out custom-made bras- long-line bra
•ng comes a world-renowned
is recommended;
If I were a teen-ager, I would Mrs. Marie Volpe's home in Miami, Fla. Mrs. Volpe is manager of sieres for
the
upper
income
brackfor the slender, youthful figure,
s with a son named after a be very confused. As a Matter of the Miami Symphony Orchestra which will accompany Miss Truman
ets at a swank Fifth Avenue shop, the
eman not her husband—and fact, I'm a confused grown-up.
bandeau is the most popular.
at two singing appearances in Miami. (AP Wirephoto)
and also produces a wholesale line Says
Miss Lances:
a husband still legally bound
aisanwhile parents end youth
distributed In shops throughout
counsellors continue debating the
"The bustline is a n integral
Taylor
Memorial
Fund
the country.
pros and cons of sex education
part of the 1950 silhouette, and
It was during the depression it must be natural
for children — and ladling out Established At U. K.
and rounded,
familiar old platitudes about bus
A scholarship fund for assist- that Miss Lances set up her own without undue
exaggeration."
if you want to be really pope ing needy students who desire to business, after having worked in
lar, and win the one you want ta enter the teaching profession has a women's apparel shop, where
wed you will be a nice, friend13 been established at the University she had opportunity for a thorperson but never, never cheap or of Kentucky in honor of the late ough diagnosis of women's figpromiscuous.
Dr. William S. Taylor, dean of ure faults.
A youngster, beset with grow- the U. K. College of Education
She approaches -her work with
ing-up fear and doubts, reads on for 26 years prior to his death somewhat the dedicated attitude
one hand about a trend toward last year. Persons wishing to of a doctor, for she believes that
promiscuity as an aid in happy make contributions to the fund the function of the brassiere is
marriage. And this is followed up may do so by sending a check, corrective, and may even have a
by familiar and earnest admoni- payable to the Kentucky Re- real influence on health. She intions about being careful of kis- search Foundation, William S. sists that every brassiere be 'fitses. An, yes, the sage ones warn, Taylor Memorial Fund, to Dr. ted properly before the customer
boys may like to take out cheap, Frank G. Dickey, Dr. Taylor's buys it, and she has made her
wild girls, but they don't marry successor as dean of the College point that a good bra is a fundaof Education.
them.
'Prics lowlythrs
mental necessity for feminine
Podiwal Tex
You can't blame the youngsters
The palace of Balder, ancient beauty.
Isom wondering just what's up.
As to current trends, Miss LanScandinavian light god, stood In
Things are in a bit of a moral
IIINTIL APRIL 1st Only
ces believes that the natural look
the Milky Way.
mess. And it's a problem parents
Ones to Regular Price of $45
will have to face intelligently.
After April 1st
It's pretty evident that time-tried
Imagine! A bonus saving on new
advice will at least have to 'be reElgin beauties. famous Elgin craftsvised to meet current conditions,
m.anship/ Brilliant new designs by
if we still expect the youngster
Henslee for everyone from 16 to 60
Each with 17 jewel movement Buy
to seek out advice.
End Of
now for yourself or a thrifty present—
at amazing introductory savings
Month
17 JEWELS
OUT ON A LIMB
New Delhi, India — (AP) —
OURAPOWER
Twelve opponents of the Hindu
MAINSPRING PAY ONLY $1 A WEEK
Code Bill climbed a tree in
Chandni Chowk, busiest market
place in Delhi, and shouted slogans against the bill, which would
give Indian women rights long
enjoyed by their western sisters.
Police arrested them in the tree
top.
A spokesman for the agitators
explained they were just trying
NEW SHIPMENTS
to get a little attention.

No-Hittites
Miss 1950 Says A
Fashion Designer
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Kentucky's inatitistIonal farms
produced more foodstuffs and
field crops in 1943 than for the
previous high year of 1948 by
approximately 6,090,000 pounds,
F. G. Burd, director of agricultural production of the Department of Welfare reports.
Production totals for 1949 were
27,395,218 pounds, which for 1948
the total was 21,606,683 pounds
from the 10,227 acres operated by
the State.
Hurd attributed much of the
Increased production to the improvements made on the farms
during 1949, and added plans for
aditional improvements are underway for 1950—plans that call
for more efficient and wiser use
of existing facilities designed to
bring about improved production.

fstopeeteel4o-AttertclU. K. Road Meeting

--1.-44.-4isreeresse-set---esithissery
,
-end--',city street desiga. construction
and maintenance. All persons intereeted in public reads are in,vited to attend the conference,
registration for which will begin
at 8:30 a. rn. Thursday, March 2,
at U. K.'s Memorial Hall,

Approximately 500, public offiicals, highway engineers and contractors are expected to attend
the second annual Kentucky
Highway Conference to be held
on the University of Kentucky
campus at Lexington March 2 and
3. The two-day conference, sponForty-nine countries now are
sored by the Kentucky Depart- actively engaged in soil conservament of Highways and the U K. tion practices, government staCollege of Engineering, will in- tistics indicate.

H. S. HALE

Announces With Pleasure
AETNA SERVICE STATION
Dawson Road
Now Has

Open 6 A. M. to 9 P. M.

7 Days A Week

T_your Spring Sewing Se!

\

REAP BIG SAVINGS AT
pENNEirs

PRINTS—ALMOST WITHOUT FD!
COLORS—JUST PLAIN HEAVENLY!
PRICE LOW-PENNEY-LOW!

cLEAN.up
ALL WINTER ITEMS REDUCED AND
MUST BE 0 U T BY MARCH 1st.
BUY FOR NOW AND NEXT FALL!

Winstead Jewelers

PRINCETON'S LARGEST

202 Franklin Street, Princeton, Kentucky

The Entire Collection of the late Marcia Childress and
Mrs. Irene Childress Callahan.

The furnishings comprise in part, Marble Top Dressers, Wash
Stands and Tables, 2-Love Seats with chairs to match, Spinning
Wheel, Hall Tree, Book Cases, Secretary, Open Arm Chairs and
Rockers, Several extra large Hand Paintings and many other rare
pieces of antique furniture.

"CHINA CUT GLASS AND SILVER"
Lots of beautiful odd cups and saucers, sets of luncheon and
dinner plates, Picture plates and many other odd pieces.
LOTS OF CUT GLASS AND SILVER

TERMS CASH

Men's Plaid Cossacks(all wool)$2.88
Men's Plaid Shirt-Jackets
$2.88
(all wool)
Men's Suede Leather Coats $10.88
Boys' Plaid Jackets (all wool) $2.88
1
Boy's Plaid Mackinaws
$3.88
, (all wool) _
Boys' Leather Jackets
$3.88
Boys' Pile Jackets (satin)
$7.88
Boys' Flannelette Shirts(small) _ _ 88c
Men's School Award Sweaters $4.77
Men's Blkt. Lined O'All Jackets $2.99
Men's Moleskin Pants (small
only)
$1.99
Men's Heavy Unions
$1.44
Men's Sweat Shirts
$1.38
Toddlers'Snow Suits
. $3.88
Children's Coats & 2-pc. Suits $5.88
Girls' Coats(all wool) __,,_ _ _ $7.88
Wos. Winter Coats (all wool) $15.00
Wos. Chenille Housecoats
$2.99
Wos. Outing Gowns
$1.50
'Wos. Outing Pajamas
$1.50

Everything Must Sell

iIIfD
I

ADMINISTRATOR

AUCTIONEER

Phone 2335

Princeton, Ky.
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ney Cinderella A-

Free Instructions to Make Your (lien

OF PENNEY'S

FINE SPRING FABRICS!

Narrow Wale Pique
Sanforized Broadcloth
Plain Waffle Pique
"Sorority" Rayon Prints
"Daisy Bell" Balloon Cloth
't "Silver Moon" Fine Prints
"Silwer Moon" Merc. Plains
Mercerized Ginghams
Butcher Rayons
Cotton Cords
Rayon Cords
Mercerized Chambray
Rayon Romaine Sheers
Rayon Moss Crepes

49c
49c
59c
69c
69c
69c
69c
69c
69c
89c
98c
89c
$1.19
$1.49

PLASTIC FOLDING

LIGHT WEIGHT

YARDSTICKS

DRESSMAKERS
SHEARS

BASKETS

Imagine these feather -light
shears with razor sharp
hard chrome edge and plastic handles.

Color Bright Plastic with
lift out tray. Room. for
spools, etc.

PLASTIC SEWING

r..,,,7

Yes, a cutting guide and
all the sewing instructions you need to make „
a perky "Cinderella" apron! Designed by
Penney's, it's inspired by Walt Disney's full
length technicolor movie,"Cinderella *I Ask
for it at Penney's Fabric Department! It's
Free!
•Copyright Vsk Disney Predessiees

Attractive Plastic in Red,
Blue, Green with easy reading numerals. A Woman's
home necessity.
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Fredonia News
and Mrs. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. George Milroy vis- guests of Mr.
Sunday.
ited relatives in Hopkinsville Sun- Wigginton
Cpl. Frank Harmon has been
day.
from Camp Kilmer, N.
transferred
Thomas Jones, student at MurKnox, where he will be
Ft.
to
J.,
ray College, slept the weekend
stationed. He spent the weekend
with' his parents, Mr. and M. F.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
E. Jones.
Harmon.
Sympathy is extended to Mr.
Mrs. Essie Rucker is ill at her
and Mrs. Jake Smith of Crayne, home here suffering with a severe
former residents of Fredonia, in cold.
the death of their son, Franklin
Mrs. C. W. Moore, Marlon, was
Smith, Saturday night in Detroit the weekend guest of her son,
where he made his home. Mr. and Raleigh Moore, and Mrs. Moore.
Mrs. Smith had been called there
Ladies Aid of the Cumberland
last week by,his critical illness. Presbyterian church met with
and
He is survived by his parents
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield and Mrs.
wife, Mrs. Ruth Smith, and one Pete Baker as co-hostesses, at the
brother, Verlin Smith, both of De- home of Mrs. Litchfield Thurstroit. Funeral and burial were in day night.
Detroit Tuesday. Several relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Williams
from Crayne attended the funeral. entertained with a miscellaneous
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry household shower at their home
and sons, Wayne and Donald, and Saturday night in honor of Mr.
Leaman Lowry, Evansville, were and Mrs. Carl Vinson.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Belle Lowry.
Miss Debbie Butts who has
been a patient in the Princeton
hospital for several weeks, was
brought h o mg by ambulance
Monday afternoon, where she is
No revolution is coming in
women's dress styles, according
convalescing.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Baker, to Miss Mary Stuyvesant, New
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge and York beauty expert who addressson, Charles Dean, attended the ed the University of Kentucky.
'Memphis State-Murray basket- Farm and Home Convention at
ball game at Murray Monday She told the women to forget
night.
about any turning ,back to the
Mrs. Earl Hurst, Marion, spent fashions of the 19208.
"We are not going backVithose
Thursday and Friday of last week
as guest of her sister, Mrs. Char- ugly fashions," thwe declared.
may be a tendency to drop
'There
les Baker and Mr. Baker.
s
Several from here attended the waistline very slightly, but
funeral services for Mr s. Nona It will still be at a normal curve.
Clift at Flatrock Cbroberland Skirt lengths seem to be settling
Presbyterian Church Thursday af- down to a conventional 14 to 15
ternoon. "Aunt Non", as she was inches from the floor. Suits are
generally called by all of her bolero, boxy or basque. Small
friends, passed away at the Dyer checks will be predominant. Gabclinic at Kuttawa Tuesday after ardines, flannels and tweeds are
an illness of a few days, having all good bets. The dress-plusfallen Saturday afternoon at her jacket will be important.
home near Flatrock which result"A shirtwaist dress is big news
ed in a broken hip.
and will be worn for all occasions.
Professor and Mrs. Guy Nichols, Variations of this theme will be
Miss Cleo Hart, Mrs. Luther found in woolens, soft crepes and
Barnes and Billy Nichols were prints, some featuring pleats all
faculty members of the Fredonia around.
school who attended the F.D.E.A.
"Blouses, sweaters and dresses
meeting in Murray Saturday.
all come bare-armed this season.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young, Many of the sleeveless blouses
Evansville, spent the weekend as will feature neat peter pan collars
guests of her sister, Mrs. Veldin and rows of buttons.
Yandell and Mr. Yandell.
"If the 1920 influence in apMrs. Isabelle Yandell and son, parent at all, it is in details rathBruce, London, Ky., wc... the er than the silhouette. Earrings,
weekend guests of her parents, for instance, are longer than we
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Walker.
have been used to. Short hairMiss Maggie Coleman,'
Paducah, do's are on the increase despite
was the weekend guest of her sis- rumors that the stylists were goter, Mrs. Leslie Bright and Mr. ing to revive long hair. Buttons
Bright.
are back, tiny buttons featured
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray and in groups and big buttons to give
baby daughter, of Evansville, dramatic emphasis. And pleats to
spent the weekend with his par- add grace and movement to slim
ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Ray.
skirts.
Mrs. Florence Parr and Miss
"Perhaps the most important
Dorothy Parr were guests of Mr. thing to remember, however, is.
and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker and that fashion is adaptable. With
family in Princeton Sunday after- the help of a little style sense,
noon.
you can learn to adapt a fashion
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield and Mrs. to your own style and personality.
Noble Paris we re shopping in The ability to do this results in
Princeton Monday afternoon.
that indefinite 'something the
J. E. Boone, Jr., student at Mur- French call chic."
ray College, spent the weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Plans are being pushed to comEdward Boone.
plete the Cairo, Egypt, to Cape
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton Town railroad which, if finished,
and son, David, and Mr. and Mrs. will be 10,000 miles long, the
S. G. Wigginton were dinner longest in the world.

No Radical Change
In Women's Styles
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The Time
Killed Their Own Case!
attacking the business methods that
For ten years the anti-trust lawyers have been
food at the lowest prices.
make it possible to give the public the best quality
antiH. Atwell, at Dallas, threw the
In our last ad we told you how Federal Judge W. against A&P right out of his court.
charges
trust lawyers and all their inflammatory
three
with decisions against them by
But the anti-trust lawyers were not satisfied
federal judges.
They still wanted to destroy A&P.

'
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They Appealed to New Orleans
three-judge Circuit
So they appealed Judge Atwell's decision to the
Orleans.
Court at New
Judge Atwell that
One of the three, Judge Curtis L Waller, agreed with
the case should be dismissed.
Joseph C. Hutcheson,
The other two members of the Circuit Court, Judgeshould
be tried, agreed
case
the
saying
althoagh
Jr., and Judge Allen Cox,
s whiich were
allegation
many
that the indictment was vague and contained
inflammatory.
A&P from these
They decided that Judge Atwell at Dallas should protectlawyers
to supply
inflammatory allegations and could order the anti-trust
s.
particular
of
the defendants with a bill
So the case was back in Dallas again.
struck
Judge Atwell, carrying out the decision of the Circuit Court,
matter.
tory
inflamma
out the
Grand
He said that without this inflammatory and prejudicial matter the
•
t.
indictmen
the
returned
have
Jury might never
Judge Atwell said to the anti-trust lawyers:
at all
"There are many statements in the indictment which are not
ory."
inflammat
and
l
prejudicia
highly
are
in violation, and
.
The anti-trust lawyers objected. They advanced an amazing argument
four
all
(which
s
allegation
ory
They said that the removal of their inflammat
judges had agreed did not belong in the indictment) destroyed their case.
Judge Atwell instructed the anti-trust lawyers to furnish the court
with a bill of particulars. In short, he wanted specific charges instead
of vague generalities. He set the deadline for furnishing this material
at January 15th, 1944.
When the anti-trust lawyers twice asked for more time, pleading sickness
among their staff,Judge Atwell extended the time to February 25th because
he believed that they were honestly trying, in good faith, to prepare the
material he had requested.
Actually, it developed, they were using the time to get ready to drop the
case in Dallas and start it in another court.

They Quit in Dallas
waiting for his answer, and
On February 26th, while the judge was still
lawyers gave a story
anti-trust
the
him,
to
notice
without any previous
they were dropping
that
ng
announci
to the newspapers in Washington,
the case in Dallas.
substantially similar suit
They said that it was their intention "to file a
date."
in an appropriate jurisdiction at an early
The "early tlate" turned out to be the same day.
another antiAs soon as one anti-trust lawyer killed the case in Dallas,
case made
new
This
Illinois.
Danville,
in
trust lawyer filed a new case
in Dallas,
dropped
and
most of the same allegations that had been made
today.
us
against
and that are being made
judges who had
So now, according 10 the anti-trust lawyers, all four
ruled on the Dallas case were wrong.
parts of the
Despite defeats ir three federal courts in widely separated
A&P.
destroy
to
country, they continued their campaign
lawyers
When Judge Atwell heard of their action he ordered the anti-trust
case.
Dallas
the
g
dismissin
signature
his
for
order
to prepare an
In signing this order he said to the anti-trust lawyers:
of this
"This nolle prosequi does not have the sanction or approval for
the
court. That is not necessary, nor that the government ask
court's approval.

D. C.,
So after their efforts to destroy A&P had failed in Washington, moved
lawyers
anti-trust
the
Texas,
Dallas,
and
Wilson, North Carolina,
on to Danville, Illinois.
brough
They were still determined to destroy this company which had
families.
of
American
millions
to
cost
lower
at
food
more and better

charges against A&P.
Three times the anti-trust lawyers went into federal courts and made serious and damaging
against them.
Three times federal judges said the anti-trust lawyers were wrong and rendered decisions
which the judges said were not cases at an.
In previous ads in this series we told you about these other anti-trust "cases" involving us,
are making damaging "allegations" that
We think you should know about these previous cases, because once again the anti-trust lawyers
public.
the
by
believed
they
if
were
business
our
could seriously affect

This was the time Federal Judge T. Alan Goldsborough
ruled that A&P and the other defendants did not even
need to put in a defense. He instructed the jury to bring
in a verdict of "not guilty".
It was the time Judge Goldsborough said to the anti.
trust lawyers:

"If you were to show this record to any experienced
trial lawyer in the world, he would tell you that
there was not any evidence at all.
"Honestly, I have never in my over forty years' experience seen tried a case that was as absolutely
devoid of evidence as this. That is the honest truth.
I have never seen one like it."
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"It is, however,a matter that may be presented to the other court
may be of interest to the people at large."

They Were Wrong Three Times Before!

There was the time in Washington, D. C., when they
said we and other good American citizens conspired
to fix the price of bread in that city.

ere

There was the time in Wilson, North Carolina, they
said we and other good American citizens conspired
to fix prices paid farmers for their potatoes.
This was the time Federal Judge C. C. Wyche directed
the jury to bring in a verdict of "not guilty".
•
It was the time Judge Wyche said to the anti-trust
lawyers:

"In my opinion there is no testimony produced from
which it can reasonably be inferred that the defendants entered into a combination to depress or
lower the price of potatoes.
"I might say that I never tried a case in my life
where a greater effort, more work, more investigation had been done, combing almost with a finetooth comb to gather evidence.
"But, as was said a long time ago, you can't make
brick without straw, and you can't make a case
without facts."

WE MAKE LOANS
if you find that y
advantocy. of on o
gamy — you'll real
PtSpOseastAt ect
arranged to suit y
Ceam in if you no*
HOUV. Dalt

gemtce

There was the time in Dallas, Texas, when they mad(
practically the same "allegations" they are making
today.
•
This was the time Federal Judge W..11. Atwell ruled
that the ewe should not even be tried. He said that the
indietmel,contained inflammatory statements that he
would not permit to be presented to a jury.
It wag the time Judge Atwell said to the anti-trust
lawyers:

"I know of no American rule, and I wish I had the
power to underscore the word 'American,' which
permits us to try a man because of his size.
"If I thought I was presiding over a court and that
I might have lo sentence some person because he
was a great big fellow, or because he was a Lilliputian, I would feel like resigning. God knows we
don't want it ever to occur in America that the size
is going to determine whether a man is guilty or
innocent."

fARMALL—TIME-PROVEP FOR IMPROVED FARMING'
FARMALL CUB (fully equipped)
12" CUB PLOW
CUB DISK HARROW
CUB CULTIVATOR
CUB MOWER
Complete Outfit

$911.00
68.00
92.00
88.00
98.00
$1,257.00

COLEMAN-DUNNCO.
W. Main St.

Dial 2095

at

THE GREAT ATLANTIC &

PACIFIC TEA COMPANY
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rter Horses
Now Making
Ida Comeback
tka, FI.i -- The American
horse, which few, people
had part of its origin in
a, has come back into its
ere.
truly American quarter
was developed in Virginia
entucky many years ago by
g Spanish ponies from
a with Arabian stallions
England.
y moved from their birth1

E,I JUST RAKED
M UR BUT I'VE 60150
H PEP FPOAA nRINKIN'
INCETON CREAMERY
K THAT I FEEL LIKE
No ITALL OVER AGAIN!
..;J____._

Road Conference
To Be Held At U. K.
A statewide conference of all
persons eiterested in the Construction and maintenance of roads
and streets will be held at the
University of Kentucky March 2
and 3 under auspices of the U. K.
College of Engineering and the
Kentucky Department of eigl
Puepose of the conference,
inaugurated last year by the sponsoring organizations, is to bring
together state, county and city
engineers and officials, contractors and others interested in highway and city street construction.
The program features addresses
by authorities in every phase of
design, Construction and maintenance.
place to the west and southwest
where they became so popular
most everyone thought the west
had developed them.
Howeverea few years ago the
animals—which proved to be the
fastest in the world for short runs
up to a quarter of a mile—came
back to the home of their Spanish

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.
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Your
Headquarters
For

Ferguson Tractors
Hopkinsville Rd. Phone 3336
Princeton, Ky.
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Phone or
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come in if you need extra cash
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DAILY 9 00 TO 5.00 - SAT. 900 T0100

PHONE 2061
W. MARKET ST.
Mgr.
Princeton, Ky. DAVID N. RIDEOUT,
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March 1, 1950
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Proposed Euthanasia
aws liave Drawbacks

MEMORIALS

4
)
4,

MEDICAL L
DENTAL CARE

A 4-H boy the past year pointed
the way to hieher corn yields in
Kentucky. He was Donald Stout
of Jefferson county, winner of
the five-acre division of the state
dei-by. He made an average
corn
ofdistrict
a
of
Establialiment
of 167.7 bushels an acre.
yield
Cepfice for the 17th Decennial
Using land that had been in
sus of the United States in Hop- clover
in 1948 and had received
kinsville is announced by Joe H.
aft acre,
McCord, census district super- four tons of limestone
hy- WOOD ON APRIL 32
visor for the Hopkihsville area. he grew a closed pedigreed
Now York — (AP) — The
The censue. District Office will be brid corn in rows 40 inches vside.
2 South Main Stalks numbered 106 to 112 per Wood Memorial, traditional trial
/
located at 8081
100 feet of row.
for the Kentucky Derby, will be
street.
About 250 pounds of 6-8-6 fer- run at Jamacia on Saturday, April
Mr. McCord states that prelim
of manure 22. The one mile and a sixteenth
inary work on the 1950 Census, to tilizer and 13 loads
be taken in April, will begin im- were spread on eech acre. The race for 3-year-olds retains its
mediately. This includes organi- corn was grown on level upland. value of $40,000. Jamacia's 30-day
spring season opens April 1.
zation of the District °Hite, conAbout $1,000,000,000, it is esducting publicity, interviewing
applicants for „jobs, and later, timated, had been invested by the
STOMACH SUFFERERS
training of office clerks, field puble in television receivers up
GET AMAZING RELIEF
crew leaders and enumerators. to the end of 1949.
STOMACH
HARVEY
The
assishis
supervisor,
The district
TREATMENT goes further,
farmer
and
.
,
D.,
Coleharbor
clerk
of
ive
(left)
errin
tant, and his administrat
DEAD: Rev. ob
I N KNOCKS'
FL 1NG PA
Proper distance for veiwing a than most stomach treatments
coyotes in also will be given special schoolHamilton Barnes, West Fargo, N. D., proudly display their bag of 120 foxes and three
television set is declared on toe market today. It is made
Meech
aniing at Census area headquarters by
Fargo, after a month's shooting from an airplane piloted by Perrin.. Bounties on the predatory
experts to be six to ten feet.
up of four different medicines.
in Chicago.
mals amounted to $3 for each fox and $5 for the Coyotes. (AP WIresehote)
One of the main ingredients is
- -in
the
included
territory
The
belladonna.
mother,
Mr.
Mcwhich
Census District,
We. guarantee this wonderful
Since, they have gained in popCord supervises include, Chrismedicine to relieve ulcer pains,
ularity until today some of the
tian, Caldwell, Crittenden, Livthat acid, gassy, belchy,
and
nathe
in
horses
better quarter
ingston, Lyon and Trigg counties.
us and lack of pep feelehervo
tion are products of Florida.
Enumeration districts will be esits price with
Compare
ing.
"Florida has many of the best," L
tablished for each of these counpreparations.
stomach
other
cancer patient. Bute the records ties and for sections of the larger
V. A. Smelker, secretary of the
By Howard W. Blakeslee
today —
treatment
this
Start
say the patient died of cancer of communities in each county. ApAmerican Quarter Horse Assoce
New York — The law which
there is no need to suffer. Ask
ation, said recently while cone euthanasia_ advocates want for the large bowel and metasteses proximately 97 enumerators will
your druggist for Harvey Tabducting speed trials here for 70- mercy deaths 11'Trot likely to of- to the liver. Mestasteses means be employed to take th e 1950
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
odd Florida products for partici- fer quick deaths to anyone. In cancerous growths which leap- Census ie this area.
WOOD DRUG STORE
pation in races at Sunshine Park fact it would take quite a while, frogged from the bowel to the
PRINCETON, KY.
near Tampa.
MORE LIGHT FOR ELK
and possibly some red tape, to liver.
There is no preliminary ev;
"These Florida animals have end life under euthanasia legislaLogan, Utah — (AP). — A
idence as to why it was given to rancher in Wyoming's Star vallacked public recognition and a tion.
evithere
is
Nor
he
said.
death.
compete,"
cause
chance to
'This law, advocated by the
ley hung a lighted lantern in his
Smelker, whose home is Tuc- Euthanasia Society of America, dence as to why it was given.
stock Yard in the belief it would
writthe
in the available
son, Ariz., says the value of
would require the doctors' decis- Reports not
keep elk away from his haystack.
quarter has long been recognized ion that death is the only pain re- ten records have stated that Dr.
E. Von Alrnen said he looked out
in the west, of. course, and now lief, the patients consent and Sander told friends that he tried
late at night to see if the light
Floridiens are realizing that it is then action by a court or more to save his patient pain. The offiwas still burning. It was moving
opening a new racing and stock likely by a judge or other legal cial records leave uncertain how
around the stock yard.
a
play
may
death
mercy
field.
sharply
official specially. designated to
"I discovered," he said, "that
e
part in the trial.
Popularity of the .horses has pass on the evidence.
an elk bull had the lighted langrown because they are so versaThere is nothing in the propostern hanging from one of his
JOBLESS BY FRAUD
,
tile.
ed legislation to prevent the patantlers and was showing the elk
Cas—
(AP)
—
City
Lake
Salt
They are more rugged than ient changing his mind between
cows where the best hay was."
"fraud
Utah's
by
uncovered
thoroughbreds and the best ranch the time he asks for death and es
work horses; good cutting horses; the legal permission. Such a unit" have led a department head
make superior roping, polo and change might be expected only to' conclude that "a lot of people
cheat
saddle ponies and are excellent rarely, but•it is possible accord- don't think it's a crime to
." The three-man
pets.
ing to medical records. Once in their government
of the state 'depart- '
They are very intelligent and the indefinite period known as a unit is a part
for
of employment security. Its
retain their knowledge. Cattle blue moon, pain might unaccount- ment
job is to find any illegal claims
ranchers speak of them as having ably drop.
for unemployment compensation.' • GOOD QUALITY
"wits between the ears" because
But on the average the doctors
One young man was receiving
can
they
which
of the ease with
know when pain of a person near• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
ent compensation paybe trained.
ing death reaches the point where unemploym
while ,
town
small
a
in
ments
*GOOD VALUE
The quarter horse is stockily it will not ease off.
working in Salt Lake City. The
built with heavily-muscled legs
The American society is the secto
his
name
forged
mother
• IN G0013 TASTE
which enable him to start, stop ond euthanasia group. The first eoe's
in connection with the
or turn quicker than any other was organized in England, in the papers
and three officials of the
horse. These characteristics make early 30s. The American society case
town government swore that the
Tax Collector
him an ideal cattle horse.
folic:lied in the mid-30s. The handwriting was that of the boy
The average horse is about 15 membership of both is small, each himself.
County
Caldwell
hands (five feet) tall and weighs one under a thousand, but memcontinued recarpenters
Two
include
bers in both societies
over 1,200 pounds. He is decidunemployment compenleaders in thought, religion, med- ceiving
edly graceful and as light on his icine and law. In Britain a num- sation after they went to work.
we filed charges we got a
ber of top military men are mem- "When
letter form the defendants' attorbers.
FEDERAL LAND BANK
ney calling us 'Russian commisThe Board of Directors of the Henderson-Union Rural Electric CoThe movement has been active sars' and so forth and inforrningl
LOANS
in England for 50 years, with oc- us it was none of our darwn busioperative Corporation has petitioned the Public Service Commission for a
Offer
casional please by prominent ness whas his clients were doing,"
revision of the electric service rates of the cooperative in order to propermen for establishment of mercy said Curtis P. Harding, departClIF.AP MONEY TO
deaths. The name euthanasia ment administrator.
ly and efficiently maintain and operate its lines; to meet the amortization
Moore
Sir
Thomas
by
coined
was
FARMERS Through
and interest payments on its outstanding indebtedness and to establish
in his "Kingdom of Utopia."
Washing coal reduces the sulTHREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
safe reserves for contingencies. This action of the Board was taken beThe American society, with fur content. making it suitable
LOAN ASS N.
nearly 600 members, relies for its for coking.
-cause the economic conditions as they exist today, have greatly inLoans made on good farms influence on the support of promcreased over the conditions on which the rates were based at the time the
from 10 to 33 years at 4% in- inent persons whenever a mercy
WALKER HAS IT
terest on amortized payments killing brings up the subject. The
cooperative was organized.
Parker 51 Fountain Pens
American society also is workand
The Public Service Commission has set the date of heading for this
ing to introduce legislation for
Pen and Pencil Sets
51
othand
York
New
in
euthanasia
request for revision of rates as March, 9, 1950, at 10:30 A.M. in its ofJ. D. ALEXANDER
er states. The society has hopes of Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Secretary - Treasurer
fices at Frankfort, Kentucky. Following are schedules of the proposed
action soon in Connecticut, and
Dial 3351 — Princeton, Ky. perhaps New Hampshire.
rate revisions:
It is not clear from the records
atthat Dr. Hermann N. Sander's
torney will plead mercy death
when that celebrated case comes
RATE
to trial. Hospital records at Man$3.00 per month
First 40 kwh or less, minimum charge
chester, N. H., Which Dr. Sander
05 per kwh
authorized, said that air was inNext 40 kwh hours
jected into the veins of a dying
.03 per kwh

all unpaid county and state taxes,

Don't do without
The things you need
Get extra cash
From us with speed

140ME
PURNISM INSS

•

SQUARE F11511 FOUND
Haiti, Israel --(AP)
do some square fishing? The finny ones come teat way in the
Gulf of Elath at leraele soutre
ern-most tip—really square.
A department of fisheries nu,
sion off Elath found many exotic
looking, inedible tropical fish, in
eluding one species that is pis
teeny square.

Penalty of 6% will be added on

merica's most alert and ambitious young men are enlisting in
the U.S. Army because they know that a military career offers a
combination of opportunity and,security seldom found eLsewhere.
Standards are high, but if you can measure
p, a rewarding career with every opportunity
for further education, travel and adventure can
be yours.
Build your future with America's finest men.
Get the complete facts at your U.S. Army and
U.S. Air Force Recruiting Station. Act now as
enlistment quotas are limited.

13iCe Data,'

Census District
Office For This
Area Established

4-H Boy .Sets Record
For Corn Production

NOTICE!

uild Your Future with
merica's Finest Men

Courthouse, Princeton, Kentucky
awyers
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SCHEDULE A - FARM AND HOME SERVICE
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feet as a dancer.
Standard racing distance for
them is 220, 250, 300, 330,.400 and
440 yarels. Each horse is checked
for speed and entered in a ranked group ranging from AA to D,
according to speed trials. Each
race is limited to a certain group
with most of the racing in the
AA or A classes.
Quarter horse racing in Florida
is growing fast and men over the
state are working toward the day
when their animals can be entered on the big tracks of the nation. They believe that day is not
too far distant.

Every day farmers are involved in expensive law suits becsuse of farm
accidents. Special Broad/oral Farm
Liability Policy provides real protecdon against ruinous financial loss
which you might suffer as the result
of your liability for iniury to members
of the public and damage to the property of others. Don't risk losing what
you work so hard to gain. Get the facts.

Clifton D. Pruett, Sr.
Dial 3336

13131W1332
Mutual Insurance Company

t.

lAndeeeedfridea
"
r "I

on new 1950 Studeba,kers
save yous86 to $1411
of Studebaker's
Share in Studebaker's success! Get the benefit
most distinctive
all-time peak production! Drive America's
history!
car—the fastest selling car in Studebaker
OME in and get your share Of Studebaker's sensationally lower prices—
made possible by new high production.
Come in and see how the strikingly
excel
beautiful "next look" Studebakers

C

exin sleek modern styling! No bulging
gasoline!
cess bulk! No squandering of
Come in and save $06 to 6141 and
drive away in • low, long, alluring new
.
Studebaker—a real 1.950 cart

Demi Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3698

Next 60 kwh hours
.021/2 per kwh
Next 60 kwh hours
2 per kwh
/
.011
Over 200 kwh hours
MINIMUM CHARGE
1. The annual minimum charge for schools, churches, and community halls shall be $20.00 per year, except where the necessary transformer capacity for any one customer exceeds 3 KVA.
2. Under (1) energy will be supplied under the rate schedule set
out above, except that the first 40 kilowatt hours used per month shall
2c per kwh.
1
be billed at the rate of 7/

SCHEDULE B - COMMERCIAL SMALL POWER
AND THREE PHASE SERVICE
First 40 kwh or less, minimum charge
Next 40 kwh hours
Next 60 kwh hours
Next 860 kwh hours
Next 2000 kwh hours
Over 3000 kwh hours

$3.00 per month
.05 per kwh
.03 per kwh
2 per kwh
/
.021
.02 per kwh
1 2 per kwh
.01 /

SCHEDULE LP - LARGE POWER SERVICE
Rates not charged - conditions of service are subject to written
agreement between the applicant and the cooperative.
Respectfully sumbitted,

Henderson-Union Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Box 455
Henderson, Kentucky

I

Thursda
State Gas Fox Only Is,
Deductible lot Federal
Income Tax Purposes

Six - Brown

Should You Go First

SAIII,IP,f4 TO MUSKRAT
Moscow — The lowly muskrat
has become a thriving native of
the Soviet Unites.
The fur of the "ondol.ra," as it
its called here, Whoa/Mb:1g more
and rnore popular with Russian
women.
Muskrats were first brought to
the U.S.S.R. only 26 years ago in
1924.
They have multiplied so rapidly—as is typical of this animal—
that the U.S.S.R. now exports to
the United States many muskrat
pelts each year.

, February

231

Kentucky Wilthea Win
Accident Prevention
Contest For 1949

Kentucky Utilities
Motorists who are working on
; la,ir 1949 federal Income tax rehas been named winner ir.;.
urn were cautioned this week to
nual Bureau of Safi t
deduct only their payment on the
hick accident prevents,/:
seven-cent a gallon state gasofor utilities annipanies.
line tax from their income for the
1949 motor vehicle i.
year. ,
was only half that foi .
The additional federal gasoline
Mg companies and one-f0
/
2 cents a gallon is not
tips of 11
average for utility fleet
.deductible for federal income tax
lion natiohally.
purposes, Herbert L. Clay, exeOnly 20 accidents in the
cutive secretary of the Kentuc724 miles K. U. vehicles tr
ky Petroleum Industries Commitduring 1949 were ch,ogee
tee, explained in a statement "isEridu in southern Iraq is be- the company, the bureau
sued to clear up some of the confusion that exists in the minds of lieved to have been a city in ed. This la kus average of fi
eidents per 100,000 miles.
many motorists as to how their 5,000 B. C.
gasoline and motor vehicle tax
payments may be correctly deducted for federal income tax
purposes."
Likewise, he said, the taxpayer
may deduct the cost of the state
motor vehicle yegleitration fee,
but not his payments on the various federal excise taxes on autoFINAL CLEARANCE OF
mobiles, tires, tubes and automotive accessories.

Mrs. Ratliff Outlines

Announcement has been made City Beautification Plans
of the marriage of Miss Betty Six, To Garden Club Members
Muskegeon, Mich., and Mr. EdAccording to Mrs. Richard Ratward Ronald Brown, Detroit,
liff, City beautification chairman,
Mich., ton of Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Princeton will be on its way to a
Brown, West Main street.
more beautiful city if property
The wedding took place Feb- owners make a start this spring
ruary 4 at Central Presbyterian on the planting she suggested to
Church, Detroit.
the Rose and Garden Club at its
Mr. Brown is a veteran of recent meeting. Mrs. Ratliff ad'Should you go first, and I reWorld War II. The couple is at vises a moss planting of dogwood
main
home in Detroit, where he is em- in both pink and white varieties,
fought,
to
battles
be
For
ployed with Chrysler Corporation. pink or watermelon-pink crape
Each thing you've touched along
myrtle and iris. These are to be
the way
planted on the front lawn or
Mrs. Hale Entertains
Will be a hallowed spot.
along the streets where they can
I'll hear your voice, I'll see you With Canasta Party
be seen.
smile,
Mrs. Harry S. Hale was hostess
The dogwood, which is our
Though blindly, I may grope; to a canasta party Friday
night, state's most beautiful native
The memory of your helping hand Feb. 17, at her home on South
flowering tree, she said, may be
Will buoy me on with hope.
Jefferson street.
used alone, but it is more effecPresent were Mesdames B. IC. tive When combined with the
"Should you go first, and I reAmos, W. E. Childress, Frank pink variety. It may be used as UP ILN THE AIR: After receiving news that her husband, Lt. Ray- Western Union
main
Asks
Craig, Herschell Campbell, E. R. a background for low growing mond P. Whitfield, Jr., was rescued after bailing out from "ditched"
To finish with the scroll,
Permission
To
Hike
No tengthening shadows shall Cook, Gray BraSher, George Eld- shrubs. "It is especially beauti- B-36, Mrs. Whitfield rejoices with her 'nine-month-old son, Stephen,
red, Lillie Belle Childress and ful against an tvergreen such as in their Ft. Worth, Tex., home. Lt. Whitfield was an observer Rates In Kentucky
creep in
Frankfort — (AP) — The WestTo make this life seem droll. Lucille Hammond; Misses Mary cedar or pine," she added. "Both aboard the crippled bomber. (AP Wirephoto)
ern Union Telegraph Company
We've known so much of happi- Wilson Eldred, Virgie Barnett and pink and white varieties bloom
Mary Loftus:
before the leaves appear in the Leader Congratulates
Farm Girls Rival City
petitioned the Public Service
ness
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kirby
Commission this week for authorA salad course was served by spring and present a vision of
We've had our cup full of joy—
Cousins
Homemade
With
ity to raise its rates in Kentucky.
Mi. memory is one gift of God the hostess, assisted by Mesdames loveliness against the green of Thomas, Jr., Route '2, on the birth
an early spring lawn. The leaves of a son, Louis Kirby III, Febru- But Modern Wardrobe
The proposed rates would bring
Craig and Cook.
That death cannot destroy.
ary 14.
By Dorothy Roe
W.U.'s intrastate rates up even
Door prize was awarded to Mrs color brilliantly in the fall and
The modern Maud Muller has with its interstate rates, Commisred berries appear liter in the
"Should you go first, and I re- Lillie Belle Childresi.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Everett no hayseeds in her hair.
winter months."
sion Secretary Ralph F. Kessingmain
She's as fashion-wise as her er said. Higher interstate rates
Crape myrtle is a famous Holt, Cartwright Apts., on the
One thing I'd have you do,
southern shrub Which is hardy birth of a daughter, Cynthia Lou, city cousin from the tip of her were approved recently by the
Walk slowly down the path of Presbyterian Groups
an,
manicured toes to the top•of her Federal Communications Comsouth of the Ohio River. It starts February 15.
Hold Regular Meet
death
curly head. She keeps up with the mission.
blooming
in summer and the long
For soon I'll follow you
• • •
The Evitom Club and Women's
Mr. and Mrs. Donald ilaydon latest trends in fashions via radio,
I'll want to know each step you'll Association of the Central Presby- clusters of crinkly blossoms conWestern Union said its gross
Ladd, Route 2, on the birth of a television, newspapers and local revenue in Kentucky
take
for the year
terian Church held their Febru- tinue until frost. It may die in
sewing
classes, makes her own ending Sept.
son. He has been named Donald
That I may walk the same,
30, 1949, totaled
ary meeting jointly in the church winter, ITV will send out a vigclothes, dresses her own hair and $151,396.
For someday down that lonely annex February 16 at 7:30 p. m. orous growth in spring. The two Wayne.
The company said the
presents a pleasing picture of
• • •
proposed rates levied on the -ame
road
Theme of the program center- colors recommended by Mrs. Rat1950.
Miss
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Van
ce
liff
are pink and watermelon You'll hear me call your name." ed on the world service of Presamount of traffic would total
Pickering, Dawson Springs, Route
Typical of the millions of farm $168,172, an
increase of $16,776.
byterian women. The topic dis- pink.
3,
on
girls
the
birth
who participate in communof a daughter,
Iris is universally admired and
The company said it desires to
cussed waa entitled, "Every WoDunham - Whitsett
ity activities is pretty, blonde, 17- put the
easily grown. It may be used as a Brenda Sue.
new rates into effect
Mrs. Josephine Dunham, Monti- man a Fulifillnient of God's Deyear-old Patricia Mahin, daughborder for a walk or a path or
• • •
March 1. A hearing on the peticello, Ark., announces the marri- sire.
Mr. and Mrs. John Adrian Mc- ter of a grain farmer of Chalmers, tion
along the driveway. It is effecwas set for March 21. ,
age of her daughter, Jo Ann. to
Participating on the program
tive as a corner planting, on the Calister, 108 Morgan Avenue, on Ind. Patricia is one of the 46
Mr. Burnell Whitsett, son of Mr. were Mesdames John McLin,
state
winners
birth
In
of
the
the
of
a
son,
Adrian
recent
addition to her sewing skill,
Orvle,
Naterrace in long narrow beds or
and Mrs. E. A. Whitsett, Maple Shell Smith, Richard Morgan,
tional 4-H Club Dress Review Patricia finds time for voice lesin front of shrubs or hedge. Iris February 13.
Avenue.
Hewlett Morgan, Ralph hazier,
Award, presented annually by sons, horseback riding and all the
is especially suitable for the nar- BORED WITH GUN PLAY
The wedding took place at the and Reginald Lowery; and Misthe Simplicity Pattern Co.
activities of her County 4-H Club.
row space between the curb and
London — British kids are gethome of the bride's aunt, Mrs. ses Virginia Morgan, Pamelia
Patricia began her sewing caShe is photographed wearing
side-walk where grass is difficult ting sick of cowboy
pictures.
James Boone, in Monticello, with Gordon, Myrtle Nichols, Joanne
reer when she received a minia- four, new outfits She made for
to grow.
So
says H. G. Hutchinson, joint ture sewing machine as a gift at her spring wardrobe —
the double ring ceremony being Berry and Mary Wilson Eldred.
simple,
controller of 400 movie clubs over the age of five. She progressed youthful styles every
performed by the Rev. Wesley
Officers of the Association are
girl c a n
the country that bring together from doll clothes to dresses for make and wear.
Lindsey before an improvised al- president, Mrs. J. H. Calloway;
400,000 children from seven to 12 herself. For the last six years
tar of pink chrysanthemums and vice-president, M r s. Reginald
in Saturday morning audiences. She has been taking dressmaking
ferns.
When making up your face, preLowery; secretary, Mrs. Richard
The cowboy film is losing its courses and has developed a fine tend that you are going before the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Schultz,
Mrs. 'Bob Lanham, of Little Morgan; and treasurer, Mrs. Alfashion
sense. She likes simple camera. Then you will be more
Paducah, attended the funeral of grin, Particularly the one includRock, sister of the bride, was lison Akin.
matron of honor. She wore a forOfficers of the Evitom Club are Mr. J. E. Crider in Fredonia Wed- ing vicious gun play," he elab- styles, handsome fabrics and in- likely to achieve flawless malfeosates. "The youngsters will sists on perfectly finished seams.
est green suit with gray acces- president, Mrs. Ralph Blazier; nesday afternoon.
stand for fisticuffs but don't like
sories and a corsage of white car- vice-president, Mis s Parnell
Mrs. "Mattie Downing has re- too much bloodthirsty stuff."
nations.
Gordon,'secretary-treasurer, M
The bride wore a beige suit Joan Berry. The program corn turned from an extended visit
week with her parents, Mr. and
with brown accessories and an mittee is composed of Miss Mar with her brother, Mr. Robert MilMrs. Garland Wood, Cobb.
orchid corsage.
Wilson Eldred, chairman, Miss ler, of McAllen, Tex., and a nep• • •
Mr. Herschel Whitsett, brother Virginia Morgan and Mrs. Regi hew, Mr. Herman Miller, of MerMr. and Mrs. A. C. Nuckols,
of the bridegroom, served as best nald Lowery.
cedes. Tex. Mrs. Downing was
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brown and
man.
During the meeting, a replica o called to McAllen because of the Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Brown are
After a wedding trip to Hot Mt. Vernon and its lawn, con- serious illness of , her brother,
vacationing in Largo, Fla. Mr. and
Springs, Ark., and points in Ten- structed by Mrs. Frank Wood, was whose condition was somewhat
Mrs. Niickols are visiting their
nessee, the (sample is at home on displayed.
improved when she left. She also
son, Robert T. Nuckols, and "re.
S. Seminary street.
visited parts of Mexico and went
NiectroiC, Alla ere residing there
Mr. Whitsett is an employee of
Winter supplies of canned corn on a sight-seeing trip through the Mr. Nuckols is employet1
by the
Steger Lumber Co.
will continue to be unusually processing plant of the Texsun Veterans
Administration.
large so make the most of this Citrus Exchange at Westlaco,
• • •
The main dish for a cold-weath- good-tasting vegetables in var- Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Harralson
er buffet party needs to be a ious dishes. Team it with chicke
• • •
and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Farmer
hearty one; for such rib-sticking or other vegetables for a stew,
Mesdames hey McGeugh and returned
Friday from a five
fare try serving chili over frank- add it to pancakes or muffins, or R. A. McConnell spent Monday
weeks' vacation at Miami Beach,
furters in toasted rolls.
use it in a cole slaw.
in Hopkinsville with Mrs. McFla.
Connell's sister, Mrs. Yola Car.
• • •
loss.
Mrs. Allan Hubbard has return• • •
ed to her home on West Main
Miss Jacqueline Shoulders, street after
spending 10 days in
student at Bethel College, Hop- Jackson, Tenn.,
with her son, Dr.
kinsville, spent Saturday with her G. Baker Hubbard,
and family.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Garland
• • •
Shoulders, Cobb.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Hutche. . . keeps close to your head in a frame of loveli•
son, Jr.. and son, Chip, spent last
•
Mr. and Mrs:
Schultz, weekend in Corbin with his parness. It's demure and sweet! A'bloom with fresh Paducah, were Raymond
business visitors ents. Mr. and Mrs. John S.
Spring Blossons and soft mists of gentle veiling. here last weekend. They also vis- Hutcheson, Sr.
ited their parents, the Rev: and
• • •
Come see our enchanting Easter group, today! Mrs. 0. M. Schultz, Hopkinsville Mrs. I. D. Worrell returned
last
street, and Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy weekend from Columbia,
where
Towery, West Main street.
she was called because of the ill• • •
ness of her daughter, Mrs. James
Miss Rose Wood, Bethel Col- Salato. Mrs. Salato is the
former
lege, Hopkinsville, spent last Jane Worrell.
"Should you go first, and I remain
To wall);Ti9ae road alone,
iemories' garden, dear,
I'll llvt
With lappy days we've known.
In spring I'll watch the roses red,
When fade the lilacs blue;
In early fall, when red leaves call,
I'll catch a breath of you.

LADIES

Women's Dress Shoes
Oxfords and Casuals
Formerly Priced to $12.95

New Styles

—

All Colors

Picture bonnet. Romantic roses and chin

51
M
7cC
964
Springtime will soon be here ...
time to rejuvenate your wardrobe with a pretty blouse or two
to make last year's spring suit
aCCIII like new! Two McCall
suggestions. No. 7965 is smart
buttoned or unbuttoned at the
throat, and its so easy to sew.
No 7963 features an action.'
free bark, two tremendous pock.
ets, sleeves which button or not
as you choose. Sizes 12.20, 40,

Princt"on, Kentucky

Sold Off Tables

Plenty Of Large Sizes
3 DAYS ONLY

Thursday, Friday &
Saturday
HURRY! THEY WON'T LAST LONG

Saki g

ell/14*
AI

Aiali

Other 2-Piece Matching Set in Valour
Other 2-Piece Matching Set in Tapestries

MORGAN'S
FURNITURE DEALERS — FUNERAL DIRECTORS
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 1035
Mite 3495 \
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. Marvel, H. G. M.

talilsnsHu
inSame
.. msdMirVi
were ISesd
Breen Creekmur, Lea
'nes and L. A. North
nee meeting will be he .
li all° p.m., at the liflen.
Hyla Motion, with Mrs
eols, Jr.. at co-hostess.

ia Valley
Valley Homemake
irregular meeting Febru
in the Teen-age room, wit
1. Rice as hostess. Mrs
Junes, preside". eresid
meeting. Mrs. Russell Yat
• the devotional and rec• ker.
Alvin Lisanby, a delega
recent Farm and Home
in Lexington. reprethe EddTville Road HomeClub, reported on th
Program.
treads .sere reviewed by
altos Woodall
a pot-luck luncheon,
. and visitors gathered
a table to make lamp
supervised by the leaders,
Josses and Mrs. Sarah
were Mesdames Floyd
lible Akridge, Cecil
WM Dora Young, Opal
Rogers, Charles Baker,
Young, Russell Yates,
— Charles Wilson, .1. B.

Paste
DAIRY P
PRINCETON
Princet
Dial

KE EVERY
Or Cured Jowls, lb.
TON LARD, 2
lbs.

2-Piece Matching Set — 128.00

Prices
$3.00

SO

pagers, Hyla Moho
Lewis, Ed Darnell, Clyd
. Jack Nichols, Orma,
Fred Nichols, Jr., B I

Our most popular Chair. Well proportioned. First
grade hardwood throughout. Carved front stretcher, heavy shaped arms. Four No-Sag springs
in seat. Covered in hi-pile rayon
velour. Choice of wine or blue.
Deep-crowned bonnet.
Sweetpea trim.

memakers Ne

$24.50
$18.00

R, Snow White,
pl
lbs,
T NORTHERN
........
BE
.....
ER SEED
POTAT
at YELLOW
ONI
R, Pure Cane,
10-1
RATED PEACHES
NY, 3 No. 2 cans
E EASTER
EGG C
IP
GREENS, No. 2
's ch°PPed
ONIONS, lb.
SALMoNs, 1
lb. c
VINEGAR
E, 2 lb. cello
bag
t iloY TOmmo- or
rge 25.0z,
Can
Ex, qt.'

d;lebrirarty 23;795TI--

emakers News Check To Be Made
Road ,
For Diseased Stock
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THE GARDEN

n
in Road Homemakers met
y, Feb 16, at 1:30 p.m., at
N of Mrs. Marvin Stal-

Tobacco Sales, Prices
Are Under Last Year

titTlirrsa.‘ t.s. 101.1 47
Fit:dome — The Fredonia Yellow Jackets defeated the Tolu
high school cagers 68-47 here Friday night.
The Tolu quint led during the
first half, but Fredonia went
ahead in the third statza with
Akridge and Vinson leading the
scoring

Illinois Central Sets
Safety Record For 1949

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
Louisville — (AP) —The averThe Illinois Central Itailioad in
C011ege of Agriculture and
age price of $45.69 per hundredThe Departnient of Kentucky
1949 made the best employee safeHome Economics
weigh
t
for
State Police will assist the Stat.,
burle
tobac
y
co sold in
1/111
1-111 ttttt11111•1111111/1tttttt1/1111111111111iiiii1111/11111111
ty record of pny major railroad
111111111•111411
Kentucky this season was just
FERTILIZING
in the United States with a ratio
viting was opened with Board of Agriculture in cheek
eight
cents under the previous
ing shipments of livestock
Last week a general fertilizing
of 2.63. reportable injuries for
being
- reading. Thought for the
brought into Kentucky for healt
scheme was discussed that would season's average.
each million man-hours worked.
h
was presented by Mrs.
eertificatee. Commissioner
Poundage also declined. The
ensure good yields of the fruit
In announcing this achievement,
ot
chols, Jr. T h e business
State Police Guthrie F. Crow
crops, tomatoes, melee, peppers marketing division of the state
President Wayne A. Johnston.adanwas led by the president,
nounces.
and eggplants, and the seed crops, agriculture department said the
Fredonia (58)
ded that the reduction of reportaT. Vick.
peas, beanssind sweet corn. That 406,416,624 pounds sold during the
Livestock being brought
Forwards: Akridge 20, G hog- ble injuries was an impro
into
vement
high Yates, president of the
scheme included the use of sup- season which c lose d Friday era 6, Sigler 1.
State must have a prope
of 19 per cent compared with the
r
isory Council, gave a talk healt
broug
ht
growe
phosp
rs
h certificate or they will
$185,681,128.30.
Centers: Vinson 21, Jones.
hate or phosphorus, beIllinois Central record in 1948.
be
I Home Week, recent- turne
Sales of 427,819,711 poonds were
cause this is the plant food that
d back or the owners
Guards: Wigginton 15, Walexington.
rerepor
ted during the 1948-49 sea- ker, 5.
induces blooming fruiting, rathquired to contact the Divis
Louisiana is the wettest of all
ion of
. G. McClelland report. Livestock Sanitation
er than excessive vine growth, son. Growers received $195,807,Tabs (47)
of the State
states, by US. Weather Burea
u
one of the goals of the Department of
"growing to top." Lima beans are 065.65.
Forwards: Moore 0, Underdown recor
Agriculture, for a
ds, with an average annual
to increase reading, es-. quarantine permit.
particularly sensitive to a superSeason sales for the eight state 3, Wats8n 1.
Animals in
rainfall of 55.11 inches.
of the Bible. Each mem- question must be kept
abundance of nitrogen, but so are belt, as reported by the FederalCenters: Bettus 19, Cooker 2.
under
aOuel to keep a reef:4'd quarantine at
tomatoes, and In fact all the veg- State Market News Service,
Guards: Davenport 1, Nations
point of destinaIn medieval Europe, girls usshe read.
etables, even corn and melons.
tion until tested and released
amounted to 590,033,577 pounds 12.
by
ually married at 14; boys, at 19.
or lesson on style trends the State Veterinarian.
for
an
avera
ge of $45.10.
For the salads and greens and
n by Mrs. Clyde Clayton
for cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli
A cleanup auction is scheduled
However, if the livestock
is
.00r lesson on covering goineto
and onions, where leafgrowth
today at Lexington, where sales
slaughter, no health ceris
was given by Mrs. tificate will
BEAUTIFUL • DECORATIVE
sought, more nitrogen is needed last Friday marked the close of
be needed, but the
Sullins and Mrs. Bill driver of
than the general scheme provides. the regular season.
the load will have to
Nitrogen may be applied as amsign an affidavit that the stock
forms, and even the third, vastly
up voted to set February will be slaug
monium nitrate or in poultry mahtered. Copies of
increases lima bean yields.
rk day, to be held at the that affida
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Pasteurized
AIRY PRODUCTS

PRINCETON CREAMERY
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2083

KE EVERY PENNY COUNT!
r Cured Jowls, lb.
15c
ON LARD, 2 lbs.
25c
R, Snow White, plain or self rising
lbs.
$1.25
T NORTHERN BEANS, U.S. No. 1
lbs.
50c
LER SEED POTATOES, 100 lbs. . . $3.09
E or YELLOW ONION SETS, qt.
9c
R, Pure Cane, 10-lb. Krafrbag
85c
ORATED PEACHES, 2 lbs.
45c
INY, 3 No. 2 cans
25c
E EASTER EGG CANDY, lb.
25c
IP GREENS, No. 2 can,
h 1 chopped
10c
W ONIONS, lb.
5c
SALMONS, 1 lb. can
39c
T VINEGAR
10c
2 lb. cello bag
25c
BOY TOMATO or VEGETABLE SOUP •
ge 25-oz. can
15c
, qt
1St

INN'S GROCERY
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C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Established 1907
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This is what happened to ten free men;
They worked for what most men want, these
ti*—

Ph
A

Pride In their jobs--and their families
fed—
The right to be frec—and to tilt ahead
.

Electric Worker Doctor Raikoader Miner Steelwork
er
Farmer Lawyer Grocer Sales Clerk Reporter
Ten free workers—the electric lad was
fine
Till bureaucrats took him over—then there
were nine.
free workers shrugged off their comrade's
fate;
Federal medicine came next—then there
wore eight..

Nine

.*

•
—

Eight free workers who thought their count
ry heaven
Till the government grabbed the railroads—
then there were seven.
Seven free workers—but clever politics
Said "Cool must have government control"—t
hen

Quinn

there were sic'''
.

Six free workers—but bureaucrats contri
ve
To federalize the steel mills—leaving but Ave.
Rye free workers--but all at. free no
more;
Farms have been collectivized—so now there
are four.
......s Four free workers—then came the
decree
To regiment all lawyers—so that left three.
Three free workers—the number's growing
few;
••••••••••••
With government selling groceries,
they're art down to two.
Two fro* workers, facing oblivion,
But federal clerks run federal stores—so now
there is one.
One free worker—the newsman's day
-is dons,
•MP...
Mr.&
Politicos writ* the news thes• days—so
now there is nen*.

sIL
0

el

What do you mean, it can't happan here?
Of course it canl That's the pattern followed in other countries where liberties—
and opportunities—wers lost, a little at a
time. That's how a socialistic form of government comes into power.
A socialistic government threatens
EVERYBODY, not lust a few. People

who work in factories and industry. Whit.
collar workers. Office help. You —
your friends — your family — your future and your freedom. Remember
that, next time somebody trios to soil
you on the idea of a socia
lized state.
Remember the ten free worker:,
who
now are free no more.
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One-Legged War Hero
Makes Good As Diver

of !I
diving and is making a go
Jacksonville, Fla. — One might
brothel
two
for his
think things have been rather He works
Pi- who operate a diving and salvais,
rough for Ex-Marine Fighter
that
days
lot Sam Logan ever since
business here. Every few
fantastic June day seven years he dons a heavy brass helm( t
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the A!
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the St. John
parachuting down.
plastic
a
g
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s
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Ocean,
the
lantic
At that time,
made himself.
ed him as one of the real heroes waterproof leg he
the only oneof World War II. But the glory He's believed to be
didn't amount to much when the legged diver anywhere.
same
Logan today displays the
big show was over.
him
to
carried
trying
that
broke
ness
dogged
went
Logan
remark
most
Los
in
the
of
service
one
air
h
throug
run a charter
able episodes of the war..
Angeles after the war. '
Flying a Vought Corsair, Lt.
Today, he figures he has solv20,000
ed forevermore the dilemma of Logan was dog-fighting at
shredmaimed war veterans whose lives feet, when enemy bullets
ly.
—to them—seem hopeless. Simp- ded his plane's tail assemb
Logan kicked himself out of the
ly, his philsophy is:
"Don't let anyone tell you you craft and began to float down. A
stab
rant do something just because Zero raced at him. He felt a
you're nicked a little. Keep on of pain.`The Zero's propellor had
practicing. Quit coddling your- cut his right foot off.
He came to Florida and took
self, and you'll be better than
up diving. He married a girl he
the average guy."
Logan, a native of Paola, Kans., met on a blind date—Mrs, JacC.,
Is a well-built, good looking man quelyn Tate of Greensboro, N.
of 29 who has taken up deep sea whose first husband, Marine Lt.
Donald Tate, was killed in the
same area where the Jap got

Parker "21" Pen
$5.00
WALKER'S DRUGS
and JEWELRY
Dial 3211

Logan.
Mount Etna in Sicily has had
one of the longest eras of activity
among the world's known volcanoes.

The 1950

COOLERATOR
Electric Refrigerator
brings you
the modern full-length door
with

Sale Cold

top to bottom

$189.95
2 ft. model)
/
(71
Modern as Tomorrow.
Coolerator

ELDRED HDWE CO.

Poultry is Discussed
At Quinn 4-H Meeting

Grotewohl Is Seen
As Red Captive

Poultry and its •
subject of Quinn •i
February meeting
gave talks on the subject
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glob pledge, and the
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reading. Dwage Felker, Pr
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The next meeting sag
at 10:30 a.m. Wednesday,
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grabbed him. Once again he went
President Pieck then announc- corn sales are in theater lobbies.
affection from close physical conIt is estimated that the dairy free, but after the second plot.
his
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tact, from being reeked
business in Green county increas- in 1944, Grotewohl went into hidparents' arms, from being held ed 164 per cent frorn"1947 to 1950.
ing to avoid' arrest again.
close, cooed at. As he grows oldMrs. William Damon of KenAfter World War II Grotewohl
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be met.
Troy Mullins of Menifee counIt is probably true, too, says ty started his broiler project in
Dr. Coburn, that no child ever
reached school age without hav- repress his hostile feelings. This
ing heartily hated both his par- hostility toward his parents may
ents. This is inestitable, since a breed 41 thc: child a terrible sense
child may be forced to do some- Of guilt, to be followed by a
Yes, and best-tasting RC is
thing he doesn't want to do! Wash whole series of unwholesome and
-delicious with this recipe
super
events.
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his hands, come in to
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spring
for
to bed, and so on.
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in spice
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Moderate Prim
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Allen Monumental
teresting one. Our requests should
frankfurter bits and sauce on
n o t be harsh, authoritarian,
large potato chips
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abruptly given commands that
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at
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simply ask for hostility. We
,Drink Royal Crown Cola
Princeton, Ky.
should be just as polite to our
children as to our friends. And
OU DON'T have to spend • hours every day. Save real
our demands should be reduced to
couple of hours every day money on your food budget.
a minimum. If they are necessary,
too!
getting dinner ready.
we must, of course, see that they
Not when you have a Gen- See the dependable General
are carried out. If this course is
Electric Nome Ficsaszeirs1
eral Electric Home Framer!
followed, he says, the child will
You just reach into your This is the freezer that has
soon learn to express less and
freezer—and there's every- the same type of sealed-in
thing you need. Your soup, refrigerating system used in
less hostility, because it is never
meat, vegetables, fruits, and G-E Refrigerators. You know
successful anyhow.
how dependable the G-E Redesserts.
These techniques, of course,
No more last-minute mar- frigerator isl More than a
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tratio
demons
t
all
preven
cannot
keting! No more cleaning, million have been in Me 10
of hostility. In this case, he says,
washing, picking over fruits, years or longer!
Let
them
We think the General Elecvegetables, and meats!
don't try to suppress
And, as you know, most tric Home Freezer is the best
us be big enough to accept our
froren foods require less cook- buy on the market today.
children's hostility when we ining time! So save yourself Drop in and see why.
terfere with their fun, recognizing
resoon
and
ary
that it is tempor
placed by love if we do not turn
on them sod purish them.
We can make a youngster hate
us permanently by forcing him to

Your Child Needs 'Ky. Farm News
Stable Emotions

"RC Makes You
Feel Like New!"

you
When an industry moves into new territory,
the
checked
can be sure the top executives have
them.
serve
will
that
d
character of the railroa
For railroads, like people, possess characters that
arc the sum of varied qualities.
Important to every railroad's character Is the quality called foresight. Clear vision into the future
brought the Illinois Central to Mid-America ahead
of the farms that checkerboard its prairies, tapped
Mid-America's rich coal deposits, provided tife
first refrigerated shipment of perishables by rail,
pioneered scheduled fast freight service.
Foresight has today placed the Illinois Central on
a firm financial foundation for building progressively finer service—service which will continue to
attract new industrio, new payrolls and new pros- ,
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KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
FOR COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHINGS

E'RE HEADQ

perity to Mid-America.
With a keen eye on the future, we shall continue
to build our character by developing new devices
and improved Methods for earning your friendship

The word is spreading—and
fast..-that light-medium
Cs for 1150 are the best buys
In the whole light-medium
field! Thee* are plenty of reasons why th••• flaw GMC•
offer even better performance
and greater economy than the
quick-stepping, money-saving
GMC• el the past. They're
easier risible, easier driving ...
t& more comyi
:
bnproma tor
, more profit
fort Ter time

and patronage.

W. At. :juirmsTort
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Main Line of Mid-America
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I M.& S. MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
210 EAST MARKET ST.
"KEACH'S HAS IT"
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ATTERIES,
OUTBOARD
FLASHLIGHT
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for the owner on every score.
they
Last, but far from least,
l
are" pro8ucts of the Genera
Motors division that's th•
world's largott exclusive
ducer of commercial vehrerl:
... that has, in addition to its
es,*
own ultra-modern fecilitl
leled
full access to the unparaloperGM research and proving work
ations that continually
to make "more and "better
things for more people.
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Pleasant Grove
The sunny day* have heen enjoyed. We believe more flowers
have bloomed this season than
usual, but we imagine it will get
cold yet.
Preaehing was held Sunday
morning and night by the pastor.
Sunday School had 64 members
and visitcris present.
'The WMS met the second
Thursday afternoon. Present were
Mesdames Zora Wilson, Press Lilly, Denzil Fuller, Ernest Lacy,
Hugh McGowan, L. W. Rogers
and Miss Nola Wilson.
Prayer meeting for Home Missions will be March 2.
Prayei meeting was conducted
by Mr. R. W. Wyatt, from Matthew, rath chapter. The services
were well attended.
Several from here attended the
funeral of Mr. Edd Emiley at
Cross Roads cemetery Wednesday
afternoon. Mr. Smiley was reared here.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Blythe 'haw.
the sympathy of their families in
the loss of their infant son. Burial was in Dunning cemetery.
There have been several land
deals here recently. Mr. Norman
Cartwright sold his farm to Mr.
Carl Rogers. Mr. Rogetrs sold
part of his farm on the highway
to Monroe Burton, Mr. Loyd
Oden and Claude Storms. Mr.
Cartwright and family plan to
go to Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. V. Martin, of
Louisville, and Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Crowe and Paul recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers.
Mr. Monroe Burton and family
and Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers
visited Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Storms Sunday.
Mrs. Johnnie Ladd recently celebrated her 75th birthday. Several of the family were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and

ynthia Lowry
growing things, and get out some
o stop dreaming over burlaps to protect evergreens and
catalogues and get to rohdodendron from the burning
glare of the winter sun. If you
d, it would be fun to can, hose down the evergreens
St a packet of every- on a bright above-freezing day to
he seednsen have for wash the winter-borne soot off
,f course, each seed the branches and leaves.
p to look just like the
Incidentally, remember
to
strution. But remem- tramp down snow around tree
ere isn't a gardsn in trunks. That will diacourage mice
big enpugh to hold 'from making runs to the trunk.
One of their favorite delicacies is
s.
rthern climes there's bark. In the event rabbits or mice
do besides late over have been doing some bark nibdraw your plan and bling, bandage the exposed surur order. It's getting face to keep it from drying out-all for any necessary and then read up on the subject
trees and bushes. of bridge grafting of bark, which
from the forsythia, or will be a Spring job if you want
e off all- the coming to save the tree.
sess;1:it's the proper time
I
When making a garden plan, LOOK OU ,
L:
e emer fami y o a 1 River, N1 as., starts training at Jacksonvi... . ..-II,
most trees before the start out with a firm resolution Jacksonville Beach, Fla., fott
a mass English Channel swim later this year. Mrs. John Mercer (right),
risitg. Leave birches, to keep a diary. It will sate you maps out plan: for, left to right, front,
Althea, 22; Faith, 12; Carl, 6; Hope, 12; Pabbie,.13; back, John,
lack walnut and sugar time and headaches next year. Jr., 18; Lois, 27, and John, Sr., 53. (AP
Wirephoto)
e, though, for they Also, remember what you had
luck with last year and don't for- certainly should be welcome in
winter wounds.
NEVER BEEN KISSED
Hollywood — Although she's 74
arp eye on the peren- get your failures. Don't Are too any garden. The other two are
and has lived most of her life in
garden, for frost and ambitious, but do try out some vegetables, Unconn squash and
Toperop snapbeans.
Hollywood, Miss Mary M. Sackher will throw them new things.
ett never has been kissed.
T h e chrysanthemum people
The 1950 All-American selecof the ground. Press
That's not only the claim, but
have been developing some new
'nto the soil with firm, tions are three. One of them
is the
the proud boast of the tiny, vivaBy R. A. Mabry
strains which sound colorful and
s. Check to make sure first bright red petunia ever
decious woman who is Hollywood's
e still protecting the veloped, called Fire Chief, and interesting. There's a brilliant ws•••••••=••••••••••••••••••sa......••••••......
new member of the sturdy zinnia
What is a good pasture? A good first postmistress. "I'm an old
family: Floradale Scarlet.
pasture is one from which a cow maid and proud of it," Miss Sackett insists. ''I've never worn a bit
With all this going on, don't for- can eat all she wants in an hour.
of makeup, yet I've had three
poor
A
pasture
one
is
which
in
get the houseplants. They need
proposals. Men have taken me
extra attention now, after the long a cow walks all day to get enough out,
but usually with a chaperon.
indoor period. Give them plenty to eat and then has a nervous I wouldn't
let them kiss me goodof light, make sure the air is breakdown trying to digest what night and to this
day no man ever
moist enough, feed them with she has eaten before getting hun- has been allowed to
put his arm
liquid manure or Plant food oc- gry again.
around me."
casionally, water them as much
A woods pasture is not worth a
Miss Sackett settled in Hollyas they need it, but not too much, good cow's time.
wood tali her family in 1888.
and be on the lookout for lice,
The problem of profits from She was appointedpostmistress
scale and red spider.
pasture hinges on producing a last year. Born on a Kentucky to•Digs Septic Tank
Holes, Graves,
Cope with scale by washihg the plentiful and uniform supply of bacco- farm, she never has smokFootings, Ditches
plants with an oil soap, and con- pasture from March to December ed. "Never touched liquor either
or Trenches.
trol its development on new .with some available the other —or tea or coffee."
Could some man sweep her off
growth by dustirsg with nicotine. three months.
•Does The Work
At University of Michigan, bet- her feet?
Syringe
plants—
taking
care
to
hit
of 10 to 15 Men
"Not a chance. I'm too set in
the under sides of the leaves — ter than 4500 pounds of milk
Working with
my ways. I don't want any man Walker's Drugs
were
produce
d
per
acre
alfalof
if
red
& Jewelry
spider is giving trouble.
Picks and Shovels.
fa pasture. Naturally, some con- cluterting up my house."
Dial 3211
centrates were fed in addition. means,
utilizing pasture and
your digging jobs faster and at less cost with the
However, where the cost of con- roughag
e.
erman Power Digger.
centrates and othr costs such as
&statement originating at Ohio
land charge a n d pasture costs State about
sums up pa'sture for
Is the gap between hand labor and big, expensive excavatA n airplane flying
were deducted, the profit to the feeders.
"Steers fattened on pasmachinery. This tractor-powered, hydraulically-operated,
over your home can
pasture and the cows amounted ture made
more rapid and effi- Creomulsion relieves promptly because
start a fire in it. You
vy-duty all-purpose digger pays off in easy or tough going.
to $78 per acre. The same could tient
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
gains, shrank more enroute to
help loosen and expel germ laden
are
against
protect
ed
be repeated here in Kentucky as to market,
n handle rocks to a ton in weight. Ask for a demonstration.
sold
for
phlegm and aid Insure to soothe and
less
money
on
t4,is and many other
the feed produced per acre was the market,
dressed one per cent heal raw, tender. inflamed bronchial
tfrazards with 1 exnot as great an an eleven-year less, but returne
mucous
We are now in position to do your ditching
s.Tell your druggist
d more profit to sell membrane
tended coverage enyou a bottle of Creomulfion
gitzing experiment with dairy than steers
fattene
d in a dry lot." with the understanding you must like
6 ft. in depth and 14 ft. in width.
dorsement on you r
calves at the Kentucky Experithe way it quickly allays the cough
fire polies.
Let us
ment Station. •
is In 1789, Sir Alexander Mack- or you are to have your money back.
IT'S THE
tell you about it.
The profits from pasture for enzie reported
finding oil seeps
beef cows in the cow and calf during his exploration
in Canada. for Coughs.ChestColds,Bronchitis
plan has been well demonstrated
with the many reports of farmers
r all your Tractor and Implement needs.
producing 500 to 600 pounds of
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
beef from cows that have subsistDIAL 3305
III WIS,IWANKIT Sr"
ed on only pasture and hay. This
plan is for farms larger than average but does provide an excellent
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AUTO PARTS
of

BIG SAVINGS!

PAY HIGH PRICES ELSEWHERE WHEN YOU
DON'T
E TO? ALL OUR PARTS ARE GUARANTEED
TO FIT
ECTLY AND GIVE COMPLETE SATISFACTION .
YOUR MONEY BACK! SEE TYPICAL SAVINGS
BELOW:
LERS for Chevs.'40:$4.45 IGNITIO
N POINT Sets
Giir low price
for Chevs. '35-40.
Liv Price $6 75. tiise
List price 65c. LR43111
40c
PUMPS for Fords '32-40,
FAN BELTS for FORDS
...34-47. tech
99c
'32-47. List $2.15
r $345 to $4.25 $2.15
GENERATORSforCkevs.1 $9.15
CH PLATES for Fords
34-39 most. Each
•47. Cr low price $3,95 List price
$12.50 each Expertly
55 9; OWRSSS. i.e
rebuilt.; hilly guaranteed.
ITS FOR MOST OTHER CARS — SIMILAR
BIG SAVINGS

Elecbest
y.

IC

MOVIE HOURS ARE HAPPY HOURS!

NOW SHOWING
BING and
BARRY...
TEAMED
AGAIN
AND MORE
WONDERFUL
THAN EVER,

Visit
Our
Friendly
Store
Anytime
For
Real
Savings
On Any
Home
And
Auto
Supplies

Mealy bugs, those loathsome chill
white masses, can be removed by
cleaning stems and leaves with
an alcohol-dipped piece of cotton
wrapped on the end of a toothpick.
And finally, don't forget the
birds. Feed them regularly and
they will more than repay you by
eating up quantities of insect
eggs later. They particularly appreciate feasts of sunflower seeds,
suet, bird seed, peanut butter, apples and bananas. If you've a bird
bath, a drop or so of glycerine
will keep the water from freesmg. A hand mirror in the bottom
of the bath provides reflected
sunlight to keep the water unfrozen—and attracts the birds, too.
And any time you're feeling
low, cut a few branches of pussy
willow or forsythia, plunge them
full length in the bathtub for a
couple of hours, and then forcre in
the living room.

SATURDAY
DOORS OPEN at
11 A. M.

2
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Added Treats!
MERRIE MELODY COMIC
MOVIETONE NEWS

SUN. & MON., FEB. 26-27

ALL VARIETIES
QUALITY - TESTED - RECLEANED
Alfalfa • Red Clover • Alsike • Ladino
Sweet Clover • Red Top
Blue Grass • White Clover • Timothy
Orchard Grass •Rye Grass
Ky. 31 Fescue • Korean • Kabe
Seed Oats • Peas • Soy Beans
Sudan Grass • Sweet Sudan

CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
5-V GALVANIZED 28 GA. ROOFING
FERTILIZER
FIELD FENCE

HUMPHREY BOGART
in
"CHAIN LIGHTNING"
with
ELEANOR PARKER
RAYMOND MASSEY
RICHARD WHORP
—Added—
RUGS BUNNY
PIANO RHYTHM
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUES. St WED.
Feb.28-Mar.1

THUR. & FRI.
Mar. 2-3

PLANT BED BURNERS

RE HEADQUARTERS FOR WIZARD:
BATTERIES, WASHING MACHINES, IRONS, REFRIGERATORS,
OUTBOARD MOTORS, GENERATORS, STARTER MOTORS AND
FLASHLIGHTS

FARM MACHINERY
• NEW
• USED

ETONE
RADIOS, AM-FM-RECORD PLAYERS, AERIALS

TERN FLYER

CO.
Phone

2081

speciALLY PROCESsED
FOR, ISP,BY CHICKS UP
TO SIX WEEKS oLD.

BICYCLES
TRICYCLES

THOUSANDS OF OTHER ITEMS

Whatever Your Requirements, Cayce-Yost Has
The Machinery To Do The Job
In Hopkinsville It's

'NUNN-BETTER All Mash
Is mod• by the Miller% of
NUNN-BETTER All Purpose
Soft Wheat Flour,

Due to Soil
Conservation
Show from
9:00 until
10:45 A. M.
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sons recently visited the Denzil THIEVES MENAC
E STORM
Fullers.
Olean, N. Y. (AP) — Thieves
The families of Claude Storms almost tripped
up the stork here
and Otho Storms recently visited when they siphone
d some gasp.
the Waylon Rogers.
line out of an ambulance.
Mrs. Aaron Rogers recently visThe vehicle ran dry before
ited Mrs. Don Adams.
reaching the hospital. However,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oden and
the expectant father following the
children visited the Desrpond
arnbluance in his own car, was
Hensley family recently.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers able to push it to the •hospital
visited Mr. Charles Haile a n d aminutjon
by a physician revealfamily recently.
ed no injuries except bruises.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers acThe Creswell quartet is expectcompanied by Mrs. Denzil Crowe ed at the church
the second Sunwere in Nashville one day re- day night
in March.
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers and
Mrs. Minnie Ladd is visiting, bfaurean recentl
y visited Mrs.
friends here.
Zura Wilson and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr: Claude Storms is the own- Clint Ladd.
er of a new Ford tractor.
Mrs. Clint Ladd recently visitLittle Samrnie Dunning recent- ed relatives
in Princeton.
ly fell from a tractor -which his
father was operating, but an ex- Try
A Leader Classified Ad!

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
Incorporated

INANSHA HUNT
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NEWS
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KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,
livestock Market
Cattle sold $1 higher
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s & Funerals
Soil Conservation Death
Sam E. Smilc-;
Progress Reported
Proper land Use Is
Said To Be A Major
Problem In County
Progress to control soil erosion
has been made in Caldwell county since the establishment of the
Caldwell County Soil Conservation District, according to the annual report of conservation supervisors released this week.
"There has been a definite

L.Lipeg, PRINCETON lahittirwv

Winners Of/ KU. 4-H Contest

at the
ate", market here last week with
the prices of hogs remaining

Local Youth Receives
Appointment To Wr:st
Point Military Academy

chit'
5 Sc

trance

trend toward converting 'cropland on which erosion was hard
to control to pasture, the report
stated. Also, it said there has
been greater interest among fann- grandchildren.
Funeral servicis were held at
ers in getting information about
Roads Christian Church
best
Cross
the soil and for w'hat it is
February 15, with the Rev. Roy
suited to grow.
Hulan, pastor of Ninth Street
The Soil Conservation Service S.
Church, HopkinsvIlle,
Christian
with
n
technicians in cooperatio
and busial was at the
chsrge,
in
the local district have continued
the church.
at
cemetery
to work with district cooperators
in making soil conservation farm
plans and in establishing planned Mrs. Sallie Shelton
Mrs. Sallie Shelton, 75, died
practices on the land, according
receives a check for winning
Sunday at the home on Hopkinsto the report.
Sherry Bracey, sitting right, president of the H ron 4-H Club,
been in ill
4-H Club achievement
Company
Utilities
y
Kentuc
annual
the
Purpose of the soil conserva- vine mead. She had
in
county,
first place in Crittenden
months.
several
Officers of clubs
for
Company.
health
landthe
Utilities
enable
ntucky
to
of
is
district
director
tion
contest, from E. R. Murphy; farm service
Wathen,
She was a member of the Bapowners to better understand the
county championships look on. The are: (standing,from left) Jane Marie
other
won
which
•
soils on their farms and assist tist Church.
past secretary, t. Ann's Club, Union county; Carolyn SandeCrNan,
Ann
Betty
and
president,
past
county;
Mrs. Shelton is survived by a
them in the development and esBoatman, preSident, Niaga a Willing Works Club, Henderson
marriage, City fur, secretary, and Jimmy
secpresent
Massey,
Mae
Ella
and
tablishment of a complete soil son by a former
president,
past
Lowery,
Bonnie
left)
Overby, Hop- E. R. Murphy. Sitting, (from
and water conservation farm Police Sgt. W. L.
hecks were presented at a dinner Thursday,
Sherry Bracey.
county;
caldwell
Club,
Quinn'
retary,
OvR. H.
plan on farms in the district. kinsville; a grandson,
; a February 16, at the Methodist Church in Sturgis.
"Proper land use is one of the erby, a resident' of California
Club, Lyon county champions,
Ceruof
Overby
P.
R.
Mrs.
ister,
Winning 4-H clubs in this and Murphy, K. U. farm service dimajor problems of the district,"
were unable to attend because of,
and
nieces
severtil
the
and
lean,
it was reported.
nearby counties received cash rector.
to the county prize, flood conditions.
nephews.
addition
In
Kentucky
annual
the
in
prizes
g
activities
Several outstandin
Caldwell county's Quinn Club,
The Rev. L. L. Spurlin, a Bap- Utilities Company 4-H club the Glenn's Chapel Club outof the organization as listed in the
21 members, held regular
with
the last
to
conducted
win
counties
15
minister,
in
tist
clubs
scored
dinner
a
at
contest
achievement
report included the soil conservameetings, completing 32
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Junior Week and entire
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Universit
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ment
work of the supervisors to make A. L. Traylor
Club of Caldwell county, the
club took part in Rally Day acit possible for 10 teachers and
Funeral services for Asbury Hebron Club of Crittenden coun- tucky Agricultural Extension
tivities. Social events included a
five others to attend the Resource Lincoln Traylor, 85, who died at ty, the Niagara Willing Workers Service. Award; were made on
Weiner roast, picnic and ice
Conservation Workshop at Mur- the home of a son, Kelly Traylor, Club of Henderson county, the the baa is of the clubs' yearsupper. Last year's prize
cream
m,
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Febprogramround
seetion,
and
Grove
vicinity
n
ray State College
last in the Walnut
4-H Club of Livingsto county,
was used to gravel drivemoney
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ng
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Walsummer; the planting of caley ruary 15, were conducted at
the St. Ann's Busy Bee Club of phasis on outstandi
winpeas, multi-flora roses and bi- nut Grove Baptist Church Febru- Union county and the 4-H Club activities, farm and home pro- way and walk, and purchase
club house. This
color lespedeza and the plans ary 16, by the Rev. Elbert Spick- of Webster county.
jects and participation in agricul- dow shades 'for
year's prize will be used to buy
made for producing seed of the ard.
Representatives of these clubs tural fairs and shows.
ground equipment.
play
Chapel
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Members
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Born in Caldwell
received $10 checks from E. R.
19, 1864, Mr. Traylor was a redrills with fertilizer attachtired farmer of the Walnut Grove
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Have You Tasted The Difference
In Our Cottage Cheese?

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

EXTRA SPECIAL!
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For safe, trouble-free driving equip your car with
Firestone Champions. The price is amazingly low
because Dunn & Oliver gives you full allowance far the
unused mileage in your present tires.

ENDS AT 5:00 P. M. TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28th
Don't Wait

*Easy Terms

Dunn & Oliver Service Station

JORDAN FURNITURE CO.
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SENSATIONAL SAVINGS
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